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CHAPTER I

THE PROBL~~ AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The writer is going to orient the reader as to the

meaning of family life and how we can profit by its use in

the school system.

I. THE PROBLEM

statement of the problem. It was the purpose of .this

study (1) to determine whether there is a need to teach more

family living in the fifth grade; (2) to.show how this pro

gram could be started in a school; (3) to present some speci

fic units on family living which were taught in the fifth

grade, and the results obtained from these units.

Importance of the study. Statistics show that there

has been a break down in family life. The writer feels that

some of this might be corrected if family living were intro

duced as a part of the elementary curriculum. What is needed

is some source of security in one's self and in the social

life around one. There is a difference between the patterns

offered one by tradition and the changing social-economic con

ditions which gives rise to acute anxiety and perplexity.

If the sources of reassurance are eliminated or grow weaker

through the' processes of social change, undermining of
11 1 " ' I " •
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religious beliefs, family status and position, and the power

of contemporary associations, then society must as rapidly

as possible repair these gaps. Material which could be used

effectively in helping the child in personal, home and social

living is not always used that way.· Usually tradition de

cides the methods which are used to teach this material as

it is not made real ang meaningful to the child. Some school

systems set up standards which p!event teachers from using

the daily life situations of their pupils as learning exper

iences. Teachers must no longer teach just subject matter

and skills and act as disciplinarians. They must concern

themselves with such other objectives as helping children

live happy, rich and stimulating lives, and to become mature

personalities.

School experiences in home living should become an

integrating force in developing the child's personality,

enlarging his knowledge of many phases of living, and in

helping him to understand how he contributes to home and

family living. When.needs are not met the child does not

make the best mental, emotional, physical and social adjust

ment. In family living there is an opportunity to teach the

democratic group process which every child should learn.

II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Family 1!!!. The interpretation of everyday situations
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whioh arise in family life in suoh a way that pupils will

learn how to establish and maintain happy family relations.

Needs. Basio drives whioh motivate human behavior.

III. ORGANIZATION OF REM.AINDER OF THE PAPER

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
'.,

(1) a review of the literature dealing with family living is

presented in Chapter II; (2) a report on the group studied

and the organization of the units taught with figures and

tables showing results of tests whioh were given are pre

sented in Chapter III; and (3) summary and oonolusions are

given in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

studies show that certain personality maladjustment

can be traced directly to home life, e. g., overagressive

ness, timidness, daydreaming, insecurity, and homesickness.

If the personalities of our youngsters depend so much on

family life, then it is necessa~y that we teach them how "to

live fUlly and effectively in the family. We think of the

home as the backbone of our nation, and if it is allowed to

deteriorate then our democracy is in danger. One thing we

may point out as a threat to family life is the high divorce

rate in America. If we follow this through we may find that

some of the reasons for divorce are inability to get along

together, differences in interests, differences in background,

economia problems in the family, lack of opportunity to accept

responsibility, dictator~al family organization, poor health,

and lack of proper recreation. Aren't some of these problems

among those which we. must begin to help to solve early in the

school life? Goodykoontz and Coon say:

The authors of this volume believe that family
life is baste to all life in a democracy and that
the perils to family life in our current society
are so great 'sslto p.rovide a challenge to the school
second to none •

..~' "','.: l·::B~~f:1:iQ.o.'O,d.Yk.og~tz and Beulah I. Coon, Family Living
and,:Qur iSchoo:ls. (New York: Appleton Century Company, Inc.,
1941'-;-p. 417.
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Purpose of the school. Many educators have given de

finitions of the purpose of the school. Several believe as

Macomber when he says:

The purpose of the school is to guide and sti
mulate pupil growth along those lines needed in
the performance of the activities and functions
which are essential to living as a member of a
group and to developing fully as an individual. 2

The teacher mus.t have a thorough knowledge of basic

needs and ways of meeting these ~eeds so that the child b~

comes adjusted as a member of the group. Many kinds of

classroom activities must be used to bring out the highest.

potentialities of pupils to help them develop fully as indi

viduals. Too many teachers have felt that they are teaching

certain subject matter to the students rather than trying to

develop each child as an individual. Teachers need to realize

that they are teaching the child rather than teaching subject

matter. Of course every school program should have breadth

and scope so that there will not be repetition of ideas which

would be boring and meaningless to the child.

Needs ~ interests of fifth grade students. Needs

are basic drives which motivate human behavior. They may be

classified as physical, social, mental, and emotional. The

child needs to grow at his own pace and in his own pattern,

.•.•..... 2. Freeman Glenn Macomber, Guiding Child Development
lao The Elementary School, (New York: American Book Company,
19481"7 p. 148.·
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• • •

We may learn. .

3 Marian E.Breokenridge and E. Lee Vincent, Child De
velopment, '('Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1949), P7 538.

4M~o~~ber, ~. ~.J p. 93.

a great deal from the interests shown by the child. As

children grow and develop they become interested in different

things, and we can oapitalize on these different things to

good advantage if we only will. Macomber says:

The teaoher' sproblem is to disoover unit s in
which interest oan be stimulated. The child's
range of potential interest is so great that the
skillful teacher oan arrange and utilize the en
vironment of the group so as to arouse real in
terest4in a number of different units at any grade
level.

but he needs to be guided and helped by the adult. This re

quires highly individualized help; instead, the usual manner

has been for the adult to beoome highly displeased. Then

the adult beoomes emotional and it is likely that the ohild

will pattern after him. Sinoe ohildren live in a oertain

oulture or sooiety, we must also help the ohild adjust to

this oulture or sooiety without thwarting his personality

and thus bringing on maladjustme~ts. The ohild must be dis

oiplined in suoh a manner as to promote self-directed conduct.

We must let the child grow and develop at his own rate, never

pushing him or making him conform to adult behavior. Breck

enridge and Vincent said, "This emphasis upon standards by

adults sometimes combines with the child's natural urge

and produoes a heavy emotional burden. •
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Jersild and Tasch said, "Interests of children may

not show up ba~ic needs, but we need to use them also in

planning our curriculum.,,5 So it is easy to see that we

should mold our teaching and curriculum to the child's in

terests and needs. Some ways to discover the needs of pupils

are: cumulative records of the school, observations and in

formal contacts, home .Yisits, talking to key persons, e. g.,

homemaking teacher, study of pe~sistant problems, testing,

surveys, and basic reading.

The Sloan Experiment in Applied Economics is one which

is based on the needs of pupils. This is being carried out

by schools in Vermont, Kentucky, and Florida to imporve the

economic level of living in the communities they serve. It

was found that in some of the schools of these states child-

ren were being taught things which were foreign to them. In

housing they talked about the slums of New York instead of

the dilapidated shacks in which they lived and how these

shacks might be improved. The goats of Holland were discusSed

but never a word sai4 as to the importance of drinking milk

from the goats in their own back yards. What could be done

about this oondition? It was agreed among institutions from

each of these "states to devise and administer an experiment

5 Arthur T. Jersild, and Hugh J. Tasch, Children's
Interests·,··fN'evi York: Bureau of PUblications, ColumbIa
UniversIty;,~ 'il.949:i)., ',po •

.. ,",' .'.
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designed to discover whether school instruction in the regular

ly approved subjects could be so conducted as to raise the

economic level of living in the community. In KentuQky it

was decided to concentrate on matters relating to food; in

Florida, housing; and in Vermont, ~lothing. If we only read

through the list of names of people who have given this pro

gram their support it is proof enough that a challenging

idea has been presented. Many p,eople have visited these -ex

perimental schools but new conceptions can not get very tar

unless they become a part of the teacher-training institutions

of the country.

In the report on the Sloan Experiment, Olson and

Fletcher say:

The need to improve living is, for many indi
~iduals and even for many communities, immediate
and acute. Yet plans for meeting the need are
directed all too frequently toward long-range
social changes. They neglect altb~e~he~r the
very practical and immediate things that might
be done. Such plans, in the main, are not geared
to the belief that the people themselves, even
in poverty-stricken areas, can raise their level
of living if only they know how; can apply the
knowledge scientific research has discovered, if
only such knowledge is ~ade available to them in
a form they understand.

It was found that there was a need for better eating

habits, better clothing, and better housing in these different

areas. TJ::fe<need for 'improvement was right now, not years

6 ,'CJ:ara M.Olson' and Norman D. Fletcher, Learn and
Live, (New York: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, Inc., 194OT,
p. 1.
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later. While children are growing up their bodies need the

right food and"clothing. Attitudes and habits are being

formed in these children which will be used all through lite.

So many times people live with their own ideas and do not

realize what a wealth of material science has discovered for

them unless it is brought directiy to them. That is what we

are doing when we teach to meet basic needs. Olson and Fletcher

say:

In one sense, the emphasis on food in the Kentucky
experimental schools, on housing in the Florida
schools, and on clothing in the Vermont schools is
artificial. All children need instruction in all
three life essentials. All teachers, both in their
pre-service and in their in-service education, need
experience in developing programs in which these
three life essentials are included. In order to
facilitate the study of ways of including food,
shelter, and clothing in a balanced school program,
schools have been selected in Kentucky, Florida,
and Vermont to use the materials developed by the
three sections of the Experiment in Applied Economics.
These schools are known as three-way schools. They
are open to interested students of education who wish
to observe their programs and to discuss the ways in
which the food, shelter, and clothing materials may
be used. They are, in fact, laborator&es for the
study of problems involved in using the materials in
the three areas. They assist concerned educators to
discover the nee~ for additional materials, to under
stand the types of activities required in using
effectively the materials which already have been
developed, and to see the opportunities for improv
ing other aspects tor living. Food, shelter, and
clothing are studied in relation to a balance; pro-

..g:r;~m of li,ving; they are not something added.

We need .teachers and administrators who are wide ,awake
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to all the possibilities which may be used to teach boys and

girls ways to.raise their own standards of living. If pro

gress is to be made in· improving living through education,

the problem of educating the teacher must be given new con

sideration. The above mentioned authors say:

The average teacher must be given an opportunity
to see school systems that are realistically deal
ing with the major areas of living. There must be
a substantial amount of practice in constructing
materials around these areas. Teachers must become
acquainted with the availa bl'e curriculum ma terials
that deal with the major problems of living. .
Teachers must begin to study their own communities. 8

Characteristics of better teaching. The members of

the 1949 Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop

ment of the National Education Association say:

How to help young people of today fit into a
strange, exciting, constantly changing world and
how to meet individual needs to achieve and to be
wanted--in short to feel secure--is a basic prob
lem for the present day school. A sense of secur
ity is a fundamental need of every individual.
Maximum growth can occur only if security is pre
sent. Schools must exert all possible effort to
come closer than ever before to the intimate pro
,blems, anxieties, frustrations, and fears of. child
ren and youth and to en_ble them to have exper
iences which provide

9
satisfaction and give them a

sense of confidence.

There are several implications for better teaching in

.8 Ibid .',p. 90 •

......... , '0' ~ ..Toward Better Teaching from 194£ Yearbook, ASBocia-
!!.2!:! !2!:" Supervision and Curriculum Deve opment 01' 1h!. Nation
!!. EducatloniAaso.clatIOii, (washington, D. C.: National Edu
cation Association, 1949), p. 1.
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the above statement. The first thing the school must do is

to get the child adjusted to his new environment. Some

teachers have done this by pre-kindergarten parties. At

this time children are introduced to new and satisfying ex

periences. Diagnosing individual needs and interests, and

grouping correctly within the classroom situation will help

to build confidence. ~nother way to build confidence is

through building social skills. An environment in which se

curity may grow will include such things as an attractive,

physical surrounding, supplying understanding and showing con

sideration for others, building rapport in the classroom,

promoting responsibility for group undertakings, and promoting

a wise use of freedom. In order to prepare youth for a chang

ing society we must equip him for problem solving. In the

above reference1

Promoting efficiency in the use of the tool skill,
encouraging the development of satisfying social
participation, establishing an environment for har
monious living and learning, and education and equip
ping youth to face a changing society--these are fun
damental to any concrBt of security with which today's
schools must reckon.

The second characteristic of better teaching is the

promotion of cooperative learning. The teacher must make

hims.elf an accepted member of the group and establish a frame

'V(o,rk through which pupils may learn to trust and work with

- ,49" Ibid., p. 49.
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one another. Children need to experiment with group organi

zation and plan' for individual and group tests. Pupils may

set up individual or group goals and learn to evaluate their

progress toward these goals. At the end of a unit they will

be able to judge the success of the ~roject by the progress

made toward achievement of these goals.

The third charac.teristic of better teaching is the

helping of pupils to develop sel~-direction. Children must

be given opportunity to make decisions and formulate courses

of actions so they will learn how to make intelligent choices.

One should help them to look ahead and see the probable out

comes of different courses of action and evaluate the results.

The fourth characteristic of better teaching is the

fostering of creativity. This is one way pupils are allowed

to express inner feelings, angers, sorrows, joys, and ten

sions. This expression may come through music, art, writing,

dramatization, and other endeavors. The teacher must not ex

pect too high a standard in these but realize that it is the

expression which counts.

The fifth characteristic is the orientation upon a

set of values. The teacher must first have these values and

live up to them•. A great deal of teaching is done by a

child's observation of how the teacher speaks and acts.

The sixth characteristic is providing opportunities

for social action. We need to have a flexible curriculum so
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that pupils may plan and carry out programs to improve their

own envi1'onment.

The seventh characteristic is helping pupils evaluate

learning. This is one of the most difficult for many teachers

to accomplish since the teachers themselves are unaccust6med

to this method of rating. There is little chance that teachers

can help pupils develop these skills unless they, themselves,

as adults, have opportunity to practice them in evaluating

school living. Both formal and informal procedures may be

used in evaluations--discussions and conferences,charts,

reports, tests, observation records, and diaries, etc.

The seven characteristics of better teaching which

have been discussed here are fostering security and satis

faction, promoting cooperative learning, helping pupils de

velop .self-dtrection, fostering creativity, helping pupils

develop values, providing opportunities for social action;
11and helping pupils evaluate learnings.

starting! program of family living ~ school. Any

one teacher may begin doing family living work in his own

classroom either at elementary, secondary, or college level.

He may have become interested in the program through a lec

ture, by participation in a group panel, or by reading refer-

; I .~" ,,'j-
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ences. stevenson said:

The init'ial changes might be begun in one school
or class by a teacher who has caught a vision of
and is in accord with the educational point of view
and purposes expressed in preceding pages. Similar
ly, several teachers in a given department might be
gin a program in their groups. Administrators and
teachers in a building or district which is com
mitted to the usel~f democratic procedures might
initiate changes.

Sometimes more than one teacher may have attended the

same meeting so that several bec~me interested at one time.

If teachers and administrators become interested they may.

take this as a program of study. Some things to remember

are: the program should be based on needs, there should be

long time goals, and it should be a democratic process of

parents, teachers, and pupils. Each and everyone should

assume his share of the responsibility. As Goodykoontz and

Coonl3. say, the first task of a person is to clarify his 0Wn

concepts and to reexamine the effectiveness of the work for

which he himself is responsible. One teacher may start the

program by thinking through his own program in his own school,

and how well he is meeting the needs of his students. In

other words he should evaluate what he is doing. After this,

he· should reorganize the work so that the .needs are met. As

~.... 12. Elizabeth Stevenson, ~~ Family Life Education
in Elementary Schools, (New York: John Wi1dy and Sons, Inc.,
1940), pp. ...~,j9 •.

13.Goodykoontz and Coon,. 2.2. cit., pp. 416-17.
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other teachers see what is being done they too will probably

be inspired to'contribute something. Parents will assume

responsibilities as the program grows. The authors said,

"The improvement of education for family living will be more

rapid if parents and teachers recognize the mutuality of

many of the problems faced in dealing with children.,,14

The experience unit. Modern schools are getting away

from the conventional teaching of subject matter. Now they

are thinking in terms of education of the whole child. For

a good definition of the experience unit we c'an repeat what

Macomber says:

It is based on the concept that education should
consist of rich and varied experiences in the per
formance of the basic functions of social living
rather than the mastery of certain skills and the
learning of a bod!50f conventional subject matter
for its own sake.

The great majority of teachers for a long time to come will

be teaching in schools where the curriculum is still organ

ized along traditional lines. SUbject matter is still very 

important not for its,own sake but for what it can contribute

to the desired outcomes of education. It is becoming more

and more important to have a well-developed library and mater

ials for audio-visual education. Teachers worry because they

14 Goodykoontz and Coon, 2£. £!l., p. 361.

15 Macomber, 2£. ill., p. 18.
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say they oannot oover the text muoh less extra reading mater-

ial. We need to realize that many things whioh are in the

ourrioulum are there beoause of tradition. Anyone will rea

lize that there is too muoh material in texts and oourses of

study for any group of ohildren to oover. The thing whioh

we must do then is to piok out those things whioh will fit

our needs and oontribute to the aims of eduoation.

The writer believes that many teohniques oan be used

to find the needs and interests of boys and girls and that

oonventional subjeot matter should be used along with exper

ienoes to teaoh these pupils. An example of this might be

the teaohing of reading by the use of posters and oharts.

Maoomber says:

As has already been suggested, the philosophy that
is replaoing the sUbjeot-matter-to-be-oovered point
of view is this: That ohild is best eduoated who has
experienoed most widely, most deeply, and in the most
worth-while manner. This is the philosophy upon
whioh the experienoe ourrioulum is based. In this
oonneotion, there is a growing realization that basic
understandings and the other desired outoomes of ed
uoation are developed only as the ohild's experienoes
are prolonged and enriohed.

The ohild beoomes a good oitizen only as he is
oontinuously in f~tuations wher~ he aots in a sooially
approved manner.

In the experienoe unit the home, the sohool and the

oommunity all work together for the eduoation of the whole

ohild.

~., pp. 163-4.
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specific units in family livins which may be tausht

in the fifth grade. School time should be divided into large

blocks of time, and subjects should be correlated. By this

means more time can be given to each unit and more can be

accomplished. There should be group· planning of lessons.

If this planning is effective, there will be a great deal of

pupil enthusiasm and the room will be buzzing with sound.

After the group work is done, individual work is started.

The teacher must see that problems have been brought up, and

that all children are making progress in self-directed pDoblem

solving. Some units in family living which could be planned

are: personality development, the home, our clothing, and

our food.

In the home unit the group may be permitted to fix up

the homeroom and keep it clean. It is hoped that the child

ren will carryover some of these ideas into their own homes.

The clothing and good grooming units can be tied up

with good health habits. A club such as a charm club might

be a classroom technique for this unit. Procedure used in

club meetings might be correlated with the language arts.

In the foods and nutrition unit a twenty-four hour

schedule for self, daily food guides, menu planning and simple

preparation could be done. Children this age could entertain

with a party or a meal at any holiday. A portable foods unit

with an electric hot-plate could be brought into the room, or
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the home eoonomios laboratory oould be used for food prepara-

tion.

The lunohroom might also oonstitute a family living

unit. The ohildren might be permitted to help plan the menus,

shop for food, and help manage during the lunoh period. All

of these aotivities give the ohildren an appreoiation of the

lunohroom; furthermore t..hey will help to do away with disoi

pline problems. Testing and eval~ating will be neoessary in

order to find out what is being aooomplished. Children as.
,

well as teaohers should take part in this. Even ohildren

know whether or not they have aooomplished the goals whioh

were set up. The writer believes the family living unit

should be plaoed at the beginning of the day and other sub

jeots should be oorrelated, as nearly as possible, around

this unit. We must remember that the ourrioulum must be

flexible and it must be adjusted to needs and interests.

, '



CHAPTER III

GROUP STUDIED AND ORGANIZATION OF UNITS

The group used for this study consisted of thirteen

pupils, seven girls and six boys of -the fiftp grade. The

Otis Achievement Test, Form R, was given at the beginning of

the term and the alternate, Form S, of the same test was

given at the end of the term aft~r the units were presented.

Table I, Figures land 2 present the test data. Pre-tests

and post-tests were used in teaching units on foods, clothing,

and personality daring the term. Units were worked out co

operatively by teacher and pupils after needs were determined

by tests, observations, interviews, di,et surveys, home visits,

and records. .Letters were wri tten::by the pupils ordering·

some materials used in the foods and clothing units. Objeo

tives, experienoes, and aotivities for the units to be taught

were planned, oarried out, and evaluated by the group and the

teaoher.

Clothing~. This unit was introduced by the teaoher.

with a bulletin board on "What We Wear." Several piotures

were mounted and a very attraotive bulletin board was arrang

ed. The ohildren monnted the piotures and arranged them on

the board. After thinking through some of the suggestions

found in the'Indiana State Course of Study, and making some
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE OTIS CLASSIFICATION
TEST, FORM R OF THIRTEEN PUPILS IN THE FIFTH

GRADE

Case Before units After units Difference
No. were taught were taught in scores

1 110 104.5 5.5

2 106 . 107 1

3 108 97 -11

4 86.5 107 20.5

5 109 117 8

6 103 105 2

7 105.5 110 4.5

8 108 105 - 3

9 107 107.5 .5

10 116 119 3

11 73.5 88 14.5

12 106.5 117 10.5

13 84 88 4
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observations on what she thought to be needs, the writer made

and gave a selr~made test on clothing. l The results of the

first test are found in Figure 3. The children seemed to en

joy arranging and helping to plan the unit after it was in

troduced.

Table I, and Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of

scores on the otis Classification Tests before the units on

foods, clothing and personality w~re taught and after the~

were taught. Before the units were taught the average score

was 101.7 and after they were taught the average score was

105.5. There was a range in scores of 38 points after the

units were taught. The average gain of the students was 3.8

after the units were taught. There were ten who gained and

3 who did not gain after the foods, clothing and personality

units were taught.

By participation in this unit the pupils received

broad experiences. The children worked in committees of four

pupils on some of the work and reported by panel groups.

They designated their. own chairman. This method was used in

their reports on the different textile materials used in

clothing. They introduced other piotures to add to the bul

letin board on ·"Olothes We Wear" and rearranged the board to

.take care of these pictures. Poems were read and plays were

,"'i...;-.-----~-
.. '.',

1 A copy of the teacher-made clothing test may be
. 'found in the Appendix.
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written. An exhibit was set up on clothes, and different

points to consider in buymanship were discussed. Charts

were made showing theseditferent points. Color and care of

clothing were taught by the group discussion method. Stories

and riddles were written about different clothes.

As a cUlmination of the unit the children decided to

make a sewing box to use in the school room. The box was

n. well oared for.·
~: ,-.,

2. Proper washing of clothes makes them wear longer.

~ 3. Clothing lasts longer if repaired immediately afterI being torn or ripped.
t,'
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TABLE II

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF THIRTEEN PUPILS IN THE
FIFTH GRADE ON A TEACHER-MADE CLOTHING TEST

Case Before unit After unit Difference
No. was taught was taught in score

f
~:1
I:' i 28 34 6(,

11

t 2 20 35 15f,

3 26 33 7
r
)1:. ,

26f! : 4 19 7

5 28 33 5

6 27 34 7

7 23 34 11

8 22 33 11

9 24 36 12

10 30 34 4

11 13 31 18

12 32 33 1

13 23 25 2
'!,
€

~'

~,

~, '

F,,'
I'
i
f:
Ii
i

i' \'';',
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4. Clothing should be suitable to the oooasion for

whioh worn.

5. Clothing purohased ready-made must be examined

and valued in terms of quality of materials used and exoellenoe

of workmanship.

Suggestions were made as to things whioh oould be done

in the home that were olosely related to this unit. Some of

these were: the making of gifts for members of the family~

oare of ones own olothing in the home, good grooming foe '

sohool, making someth&ng for ones own olothes oloset, darning

ones own sooks, helping with the budgeting of money, and help

ing in the seleotion of ones own olothing.

Table II, and Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution

of soores on a Teaoher Made Clothing Test before and after

the olothing unit was taught. Before the unit was taught

the a~erage soore was 24.06 and after the unit was taught it

was 31.9. There was a range in soores of 19 points before

the unit was taught and a range of 11 after the unit was

taught. The average gain of the students was 8.1 after the

unit was taught. All thirteen students gained after the 'unit

was taught.

I. MATERIALS USED

Teaoher readings.

Kinyon, Kate W. and Hopkins, L. T., Junior Clothing,
Chioago: Nen H. Sandborn and Co., 1937.
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Thompson, Mary and Rea, Lucille, Clothing for Children,
New York: John Thiley and Sons, Inc., 1949.

Pupil Readings.

Childcraft.

Encyclopedias.

Andress, J. Mace, Goldberger, I. H., Hallock, Grace T.,
Building Good Health, Chicago: Ginn and Co., 1945.

Gray, William S., and Arbuthnot, May Hill, Days ~
Deeds, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1943.

Ferris, Florence K., Keener, Edward E., Giddings, .
Arthur, Learning Essential English, Chicago: Laidlaw Brothers,
1944.

smith, Russel J., GeO~raphY of the Americas, Chicago:
John C. Winston Company, 194 •

Teaching ~.

Bristol Myers Good Grooming Charts •

.Magazines, current.

Bulletin boards.

Exhibits on ready-made clothes.

Color wheel •

. Teacher-made clothing test.

Foods unit. After observing the eating habits of some

of the pupils, the writer discussed food habits with the par

ents when school visitations were being made. Also this was

a point of discussion during home visitations. The three

daY-diet survey from General Mills was distrubuted and the
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results tabulated. The parents co-operated in this diet

survey by tabulating on the Parent Survey Form the foods

placed on the table but not eaten by the child keeping the

food record. Out of this group of students eight papers were

returned in good enough condition to· have results tabulated.

The children and pupils worked out together the score sheet

for the three-day food record. After this was finished it

was easy to chart the class as a group showing their food .

habits. A summary table is shown on page 31. After this .had

been done a report showing the results of the study Of eating

habits was sent to parents. The diet survey showed a lack of

green and yellow vegetables, butter, potatoes and milk; this

motivated the pupils to eat m~re of these things. Children

at this age are very muoh interested in the why of things 'so

this interest was capitilized on. Eaoh child was asked to

study the report to parents on the results of the study of

eating habits and either prepare a talk or write a composition

on it and as a summary be sure to include what he himself

oould do to improve himself as well as what the group as a

whole could do to improve their habits. In this manner each

ohild was given an insight into his needs and he himself in

his conclusion formulated a plan of action. If the child fail

ed to oomprehend his needs these were pointed out to him by

the other members of the class or the teaoher.

The General Mills Nutrition Information Test B, Inter-
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SUMMARY OF DIET SURVEY IN

CHART FORM

Number of Servings of Foods

0 1 2 3

Green and yellow
vegetables 1111 11 1 1

Citrus fruits 111 1 111 1

Potatoes III III 1 1

Other vegetables 11 1 111 11

Milk 11 111 111

Meat 11111111

Eggs 1 1 111111

Breads and cereals 1 1111111

Butter' 1111 1 1 11

This chart is to be interpreted according to the

manual included by General Mills. This particular chart

shows that these children were not eating enough green

and yellow vegetables, potatoes, and butter. They also

were, not drinking enough milk.

"
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_mediate Level was given and items missed were tabulated.

Figure 5 shows the results of this test. The number of times

eaoh item was missed was tabulated on a sheet of paper. The

ten items missed by most ohi1dren were numbers 12, la, 13,

16, 17, 9, 18, 41, 44, and 15. Items 5, 6, 37, 40 and 48

were missed by only one person out of the whole group.

During this time. the garden seeds whioh it was ous

tomary for the pupils of this roo~ to sell arrived. As an'

introduotion to this unit an attraotive bulletin board was

built around the idea of good food from our own garden.

Illustrative materials from the Amerioan Institute of Baking

were distributed and a reading lesson was oonduoted on them.

The pupils beoame interested in the history of food and several

oompositions, poems, stories and plays were written about ·it.

The ohildren were asked to take the Amerioan Institute of

Baking materials home and disouss them with their parents.

The next day interesting oomments were reported as: mother

put the ohart in the kitohen where she oould see it all the 

time, our neighbor would like to have a ohart, and mother

pointed out to me that oandy was not one of the basio seven

foods before "I" oould tell her. All of these things were

done as an introduotion and orientation for the Foods and

,Nutrition Unit.
'6

After, all of this work and study the teaoher and the

were'able to set up objeotives whioh were meaningful
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gus. These were served on paper plates with napkins and oon

versation was enjo~ed by all during the eating period. This

aotivity emphasized the idea of learning by doing. It was

hoped that there would be a oarry over and that the ohildren

would raise some of these vegetables in their own gardens.

One boy reported to me that he now has red oabbage in his home

" garden. Also it was .thought that the ohildren, by oarrying
,r
,r

t

to the student. The whole problem was "How Can We Improve

Our Food Habits?" To stimulate interest the pupils wrote

letters asking for pamphlets, oolleoted books, brought in

newspaper olippings, and made booklets. In doing these things,

writing, English, reading, spelling-and arithmetio were all

taught.

One of the needs whioh had been brought out was the

need of a variety of foods. In order to get this variety·

they needed to learn to eat new and different foods. The·

ohildren prepared and served new vegetables to the group as

a midmorning lunoh. The ohildren oleaned, washed and prepared

oarrot stioks, red oabbage, brooooli, oauliflower, and aspara-

home information about their experienoes, would enoourage

parents to try a larger variety of foods in the home.

The ohildren deoided that some of their needs oould be

met if they would try to. eat some or all of the foods served

to~them at the sohool lunoh. Evidenoes of their progress was

noticed. by the teaoher when more of them began eating their
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vegetables and drinking their milk at lunch time.

From the' lis t of items tabula ted as missed on the test,

the pupils decided on a group of things they wished the Home

Economics class to come in and discuss for them. Some of the

things discussed by the Home Economics class were storage of

foods, cooking of foods, where certain foods are produced,

and cereals in the diet.

Near the end of school it.was planned to have a picnic

at Deming Park. The children decided to plan the menu. From

the basic seven charts and from the chart of the needs of the

group the menu was planned. They decided on sandwiches, raw

green or yellow vegetables, potato salad, fruit and milk.

Every child drew out a slip of paper which had the food he

was to bring on it. They could trade slips that day and ask

their mother that evening if they could bring what was on

their slip. The next day the pupil's name along with what he

was to bring was tabulated so reference could be made to it

later if necessary. Some of the mothers came along to the

picnic as sponsors. ·Every child enjoyed the picnic because

they all felt as though they had a part in the planning of it

and it was helping to meet their felt needs.

Another thing which we did as a culmination of the unit

was the making ot a game. Eaoh pupil took a large cardboard

and made a ~ircle for the Basic Seven Foods. Then he hunted

'pictures
"

out Or magazines and mounted them. The togame was
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- see who could place all of his Basic Seven Foods in the right

food group first.

The General Mills food test was given again to see what

progress had been made. Results of the second test are found

in Figure 6.

Table III shows a comparison of the pupil' s achievemen,~

on the two tests.

Table III and Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution- of

scores on the Nutrition Information Test B from General Mills

before and after the unit on Foods and Nutrition was taught.

The average score before the unit was taught was 38.05 and

after the unit was taught 40.08. There was a range in scores

of 24 points before the unit was taught and a range of 22

points after the unit was taught. The average gain of the

students was 5 points after the unit was taught. There were

11 students who gained after the unit was taught and 2 who

did not.

II. MA TERIALS USED

Teacher readings.

Stevenson, Elizabeth, Home and Family Life Education,
New York: John Wiley and Sons;-InQ77 1946. ----

General Mills, Food Survey and Testing Materials,
Minnesota: General Mills, Current:--

Pupil:readings.

Childcrat't.
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TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF, SCORES ON NUTRITION INFORMATION TEST
B FROM GENERAL MILLS OF THIRTEEN PUPILS IN THE

FIFTH GRADE

Case Before unit After unit Difference
No. was taught . was taught in score

1 44 46 2

2 39 46 7

3 40 40 0

4 29 35 6

5 39 49 10

6 31 48 17

7 38 42 4

8 30 33 3

9 48 49 1

10 45 37 - 8

11 24 27 3

12 36 46 10

13 41 37 - 4
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Encyclopedias.

Andress, oJ. Mace, Goldberger, I. H., Hallock, Grace T.,
Building Q£££ Health, Chicago: Ginn and Co., 1945.

Ferris, Florence K., Keener, Edward E., Giddings,
Authur F., Learning Essential English, Chicago: Laidlow
Brothers, 1944.

smith, Russel J., GeO~raPhY of ~ Americas, Chicago:
John C. Winston Company, 194 •

Teaching ~.

American Institute of Baking, Wheel of Good Eatin6,
Chicago: American Institute of Baking, 19407 ---- ,

General Mills, ~ Survey ~ Testin~ Materials,
Minnesota: General Mills, current.

1. Pupil Food Record.

2. Parent Survey For.m.

3. Score Sheet for Three-Day Food Record.

4. Report to parents.

5. Nutrition Information Test B, Intermediate Level.

National Dairy Council, !£££ Models and Charts, Chicago:
National Dairy Council, 1948.

Personality~. The California Test of Personality,

Form A, was given to all the pupils as an introduction to this .

unit. The papers were checked and the items missed tabulated.

Figure 7 reveals pupil ratings on the personality test. Other

information was gathered about the pupils. It was decided to

,choose two pupils from the list and keep behavior descriptions

of them. The-test manual which comes along with the test was
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studied carerully and several suggestions in it followed.

Mothers, sisters, and other teachers were asked to co-operate

in different ways. Here is a recording of behavior descrip

tions for one month of two cases.

Case No. 3 works and completes lessons without asking

for any help.

Case No. 7 smiled at me once today during school.

Case No. 3 worked in comm~ttees and seemed to wapt- to

divide the work among the whole group rather than do all,of

it herself.

Case No. 7 nothing to report today.

Case No. 3 wanted to get her own individual work done

so she could put up pictures for the whole room.

Case No. 7 talked out loud and ran Up to the board

crowding others to one side.

Case No. 3 nothing to report today.

Case No. 7 fell out of seat today when there was a loud

report of thunder.

Case No. 3 wanted all other children to tell their news

first without exhibiting a hurt feeling.

Case No. 7 showed he was displeased when asked not to

crowd at a play given in the gymn. Was very much pleased be

cause he could help with refreshments for party.

Case No. 3 nothing to report.

Case No. 7 always checks on registers without having
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- to be reminded that it is his special job.

Case No; 3 anxious to work on any project.

Case No. 7 liked to help Tommy with hard words. Mum

bles in school and disturbs others.

Case No. 3 goes about her work without asking for so

much help.

Case No. 7 expressed a desire to help others. He seems

happier. Brought writing up and ,compared it with what he-had

been doing. It had improved a great deal.

Some of the means of determining the needs of the group

were by interviews, other tests, home visits, records and re

ports, and the personality test. A culmulative record was

",
~,

started and much of the information gathered went in it.

This was one of the means used to get rapport established in

the interview. The children were used to records and thought

nothing about giving information when it was to be used in

the record. This record was also a means of getting some par-

ents more interested in the child. They were asked to cont:r-i

bute to the record. Some of these conferences with students

and parents were conducted at home and some at school. When'

a parent understood that everything was being done to help

their· child they were, much more concerned. I

"j, The personality test and its results were very impor-

'tant., Personality refers to the manner and effectiveness with

wbich!l the"'whole'~ individual; meets his personal' and social pro-
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blems, and indirectly the manner in which he impresses his

fellows. The major purpose of the test was to show the ex

tent to which the pupil was adjusting to the problems and con

ditions which confronted him and how well he was developing

a normal, happy, and socially effective personality. All it

does is to help diagnose a maladjustment and help one find a

point of departure.

A study of the test results in Table IV consisted of

the following steps, (I) determining the number of pupil,s

who deviated in each component, (2) determining the specific

items which were giving difficulty, (3) studying the individual

profiles which deviated from the group, and (4) studying the

j'

pupils' records of interests and activities for clues to appro

priate treatment. Cases 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, and 13 were picked

from the group to discuss in this paper because they are com

pletely in the lower 50 percentile on the test.

In the case of number one the teacher realized that

the student must be placed in activities in which she could -

be successful if she ,were to gain the necessary feelings of

security and relieve herself of maintaining her ego by anti- .

social or withdrawing behavior. The writer developed the best

teacher-pupil relationship that was possible, and tried to

convince the pupil of her sympathy in dnderstanding the problem.

This child was given the responsibility of checking with all

the children and making sure they were carrying out the foods
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TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF THIRTEEN PUPILS IN THE
FIFTH GRADE ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSON

ALITY-ELEMENTARY, FORM A

Before unit After unit Differenoes in
was taught was taught soores

Self Sooial Total Self Sooial Total Self Sooial Total
ad- ad- ad- ad- ad- ad- ad- ad- ad-

Case just- just- just- just- just- just- just- 3ust- just-
No. ment ment ment ment ment ment ment ment ment

1 25 35 30 5 35 15 -21 0 -15

2 30 30 30 50 25 50 20 -5 20

3 65 65 65 95 95 95 30 30 30

4 30 45 40 30 55 40 0 10 0

5 80 90 85 90 95 90 10 5 5

6 10 15 10 15 25 20 5 10 10

7 1 60 15 15 25 20 14 -35 5

8 30 45 40 40 60 45 10 15 5

9 45 45 45 20 20 20 -25 -25 -25

10 60 ·60 60 65 90 80 5 30 20

11 5 5 5 15 15 15 10 10 .10

12 85 90 85 75 85 80 -10 -5 -5

13 25 30 30 40 40 40 15 10 10
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_ projeot of making the game oorreotly. This was a small duty

whioh she oould oarry out sucoessfully and was not resented

by the other children.

In the oase of number two, about the same thing was

done as in the above oase only she was given the responsibi

lity for bookoases. This pupil was also low in the sense of

personal freedom. It was very difficult to get this ohild to

talk so the teaoher made it a point eaoh day at some time- to

ask her for a brief report. At first she was permitted to

use her notes for the report but as time went on she was

asked to just express an opinion or give a reaotion to some

other pupils answer. Discussions at the individual conferences

between the pupil and teaoher helped ,the pupil to know that

the teacher was only trying to help her.

'/Number six pupil was asked to keep a reoord of aotual

instanoes of weaknesses and illnesses and see if they upheld

his belief that he was siok. His health reoord was also oon-

sUlted and other members of the teaohing staft oonsulted. It

was found that he really enjoyed taking a whole ohapter of

history and making an oral report to the olass. This seemed

: to give him a sense ot seourity.
I
l Child number seven seemed to need to develop selt-
j

If relianoe, a feeling of personal worth, sense of personal free-
t

dom, feelin~ of belonging, freedom from withdrawing tendenoies,

andcfreedomfrom nervous symptoms. His was a type of over-
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aggressiveness whioh was some what better at the end of the

unit than at the beginning. His family was oontaoted and

were very oo-operative in trying to develop the feeling of

belonging onoe they knew and understood why the ohild's be

havior was suoh as it was. He was -given a share of the respon-

sibility of helping the janitor in any little servioe in the

room. This seemed to give him more seourity.

Case number 11 was given more help with his lessons

and when in the remedial reading olass seemed to really enjoy

himself. Case number seven was also given the responsibility

of helping oase number 11 with his work when it was needed.

When they began working as a team it seemed to help both of

them. The writer was very oareful to, guard against number

seven giving too muoh help to number 11. Both boys were"oal

led t0gether at a oonferenoe and the whole situation was talk

ed over so that everything was understood by all so that there

would be no misunderstanding. Case number 11 seemed to be

more selfreliant before the end of the term. Also he under-

stood that he was a0gepted by the teaoher and the group for
,
'f

~ what he oould do. As he came to understand this the nervous-
,

ness and the withdrawing tendenoies disappeared.

Case number thirteen also had to be made to feel se

cure. ;, She wa's a little embarra'ssed' when trying to read be

fore,the' group. so she was given other things to do to oompen

sate for ,this li,ttle 'defioiency until itoould ,be partly oor-
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rected. She was made captain of the group to be leader going

to the lunchroom. She was a nervous child and it was found

that she really needed treatment. These two things seemed to

help her.

We need to realize that a pupil who lacks self-reliance

may have erroneous attitUdes, and may be decidedly anti-social.

Maladjustments may have many symptoms and any help that en

ables an unhappy child to find s~lf-relization and to develop

desirable social attitudes will tend to help him achieve a

balanced personality that makes for good life adjustment.

With the help given to caBe number one she did not

seem to respond and had a difference of -15 at the end of the

term. Case number two responded and ~ad a difference of 20

at the end of the term. Case number six improved 10 points

and ca,se number seven 5 points by the end of the term. Cases

number 11 and thirteen both showed an improvement of 10 points

at the end of the semester.

At the close of the personality unit, a re-test was

administered. Figure 8 and Table IV show the results and

~ final comparison. It we look at Figure 7 and then compare it

with Figure 8 we get some comparison in graph form of how much

th~ group progressed as a group. On the. first test only two

,were above the 75 per cent but on the second test four were

above the 75 per cent. On the first test there were three be

.low the 15 per cent but on the second test there was only one
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_ partial score below the 15 per cent. By comparison of the

two Figures we 'see that on Figure 8 the scores of the whole

group are placed more to the right of the sheet which means

that the pupils had a higher per cent rating on that test than

on the first one given.

On the first test four pupils made the same score on

self adjustment and social adjustment, which meant that those

two things were in line with each other. On the second test

the scores of five pupils on self adjustment and social ad-

justment were the same.

Three pupils showed a loss of from -5 to -25. One

showed no gain nor loss. Nine showed a gain of from 5 to 30

points. This is based on Table IVan page 44, which represents

the distribution of scores of thirteen pupils in the fifth

grade, on the California Test of Personality-Elementary, Form

A.

~ '

t

~

I !
l•i

I

Table IV and Figures 7 and 8 show the distribution of

scores oh t~e'California Test of Personality-Elementary, Form

A before the Persona~ity Unit was taught and after the Person

ality Unit was taught. The average score before the unit was'

taught was 31.5 and after the unit was taught 36.3 There was

a range in scores of 80 points before the unit was taught and

a range of 75 after the unit was taught. The average gain of

the students was 8 points after the unit was taught. There

were 10 students who gained after the unit was taught and 2
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- who did not.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I
A'

Summary. The problem was to orient the reader as to

the meaning of family life and how we can profit by its use

in the school system. Since there has been a breakdown in

family living it is becoming more and more difficult for boys

and girls to have their needs satisfied. If these needs are

only taken care of partially in the home the school should

supplement as much as possible. The writer has shown what

one individual might do in his class toward helping to meet

these needs of boys and girls. Surveys, anecdotal records,

observations, home visits, tests, cumulative records and in-

terviews were used to determine needs. After needs were 'deter-

mined; units in foods, clothing, and personality were planned,

carried out and evaluated by the teacher and pupils. The

needs of the group became the objectives for these units.

The results of the units according to test scores are

summarized in the following sentences. There was a gain in

the average score or mean the second time each of the tests

measuring that unit was given. In three out of the four sets

of tests given, the range was smaller the second time the
i'

! test was given. There was an average gain by each pupil of
~
~

f~~m thre,e~o eight points on the tests the second time they

were given. On the Otis Classification Test ten people
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gained the second time it was given. On the General Mills

Foods test ten' people gained and on the California Personality

test eleven people gained the second time they were given.

On the teacher-made clothing test all of the people gained

the second time it was given. On the General Mills Foods

test and the California Personality test there were two who

didn't gain and on the Otis Achievement there were three who

didn't gain the second time it w~s given.

study there would need to be more surveys, observations, tests

given, and evaluations made.

Units in the area of family relationships need to be

worked out.' Too often this phase of family living causes a
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great deal of unhappiness for the whole family.
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CLOTHING TEST

Directions: Find the answer in Column Two that best
fits the item in Column One. Write the number of the correct
answer on the line.

Column One Column Two

1. Nurse 1. bathing suit

2. Mechanic 2. business suit

3. Bookkeeper 3. cotton dress and ap~on

4. Housewife 4. uniform (White)

5. Life Guard 5. uniform ( blue)

6. Farmer 6. coveralls

7. Factory worker 7. safety uniform

8. Navy Officer 8. overalls

------------------------------------------------------------



------------------------------------------------------------

Put the number of the best answer on the line.

~ 18. A garment may wear long and well if it has:
\ _~ t{.~·

,.,--,~. ,-,"

.... ... ...... .. . .
- •• .# ••••

o. ••••••

• • ~.# ., -.,

1. strong seams

2. pretty colors

3. narrow seams

4. wBshfast colors

~-------------------------------------------------------------',- .

If the sentence is true, put X on the line. If the
sentence is not true, put 0 on the line.

9. Your underclothing and stockings should be washed often.

~ lO. All day clothes should be hung up to air at night.

_____11. Shoes may be put on a radiator to dry.

____12. Buttons", should be sewed on with strong thread.

_____13. Boys and girls should wear tight clothes.

_____14. Shining your shoes is unimportant.

_____15. One must be clean allover to be well groomed.

____16. Salt and soda make a good tooth powder.

~_'~:17. Washing the hands will keep the nails clean.,'.



NUTRITION INFORMATION 

TEST B 

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 

For Grades 4, 5, and 6 

Developed by Wil'la Vaughn Tinsley, under the direction of Clara Brown Amy, University of Minneoota. 

Directions to Pupils _ 

11:mtc------------------------- 2. Boy Girl (Circle one) 

i I 
I 

4. Age: year/)------- birth date-----------

of school-· -----------

of teacher------------ Dat.e--------

teacher will show you how to answer the questions. 

.• 
:,,r 

part of the test is a matching game. Find the word in Column Two that best fits the food in Col

Write the number of the correct answer in the box. You may use the words in Column Two 

one time. Study the example below: 

COLUMN ONE COLUMN TWO 

1. candy 141 1. flour 

2. cocoa 131 2. meat 

3. ice cream 131 3. milk 

4. rolls ITl 4. sugar ·-
5. wiener 12 I 

er will tell you when to turn the page and begin. 

~(J:Iepartment of Public Servicee, General Millo, Inc., Milmeapollo 1, Milmeoota, · 



PART ONE 

Directions: Find the answer in Column Two that best fits the item in Column One. Write the 

the correct answer in the box. You may use the words in Column Two more than one tilne. 
I . 
1 
I 

COLUMN ONE COLUMN TWO · I 

I 
I 
i 

1. bacon . D 1. fish . 

2. dried beans . D 2. legume 

3. dried . peas D 3. pork 

IV 

4. ham D 4. poultry 
fO 

D 5. shellfish !. 
S. oysters 1. 

6. salmon D J. 

j, 

7. turkey. D 
In 

rll 
[0 

8. cinnamon D 1. cereal 

l. t 

9. liver D 2. dairy product 
1.1 . 

10. macaroni. D 3. internal organ J.i 

!.r 

11. milk D 4. sea food 
\\'~ 

12. spaghetti . D 5. spice ma~ 

laJ.~, 

13. halibut D 1.~ 

l.Jo 

14. Alaska D 1. coffee 

15. Brazil . D 2. salmon 
.\~Ol 

16. Cuba . D 3. sugar ia rr: 

l ft.In 

17. Hawaiian Islands: .. .D 4. tea 
·. 

18. India . . D· 



In setting the ..table, the plate, knife, 
fork, and spoon should be placed one 
inch from the edge of the table be~ause-

1. an inch is easy to measure 

2. an inch does not waste much space 

3. _ the plate and silver look nice in a 
straight row 

4. the plate and silver are not likely to 
be tipped off when a person is seated · 

and girls need to know where to go for 
kinds of information. Choose the best 

. and put the number on the line. 

Which would be the best place to tell 
you if the local water supply is safe? 

1. office of home demonstration agent 

2. radio station 

3. State Health Department 

4. magazines 

In choosing a variety of bean seeds to 
plant in your garden at home, which 
would be the best source for informa
tion? 

1. city health officer 

2. county agent 

3. neighbor 

4. radio 

Which would be the best source of infor
mation to give you the amount of wheat 
raised in the United States in 1946? 

dictionary 

local newspaper 

Bureau of Vital Statistics 

United States Department of 
Agriculture 

. A good source of information about first
. aid practices is-

1. American Red Cross 

commercial booklets 

. radio advertisements 

· advice of friends 

--58.. Where would you go to find out the 
·rules governing the sale of milk in your 
community? · 

1. local health officer 

2. American Red Cross 

3. Bureau of Vital Statistics 

4. United States Department of 
Agriculture 

--59. Which is the best source for learn
ing safe methods of canning food in the 

_home? 

1. newspapers 

2. magazines 

3. home demonstration agent 

4. commercial booklets 

--60. Which of these sources would be best in 
telling a safe way to reduce weight? 

1. newspaper 

2. advice of friends 

3. Hygeia magazine 

4. Bureau of Vital Statistics 

--61. A good source for directions explain
ing the care of a new stove is-

1. State Health Department 

2. materials from the manufacturer 

3. advice of friends 

4. magazine advertisement 

Each food group does several things for our bod
ies. At the same time, no food group does every
thing the body needs. Pick out the special thing 
each group below does not do for the body. Put 
the number on the line. 

--62. Green and yellow vegetables 

1. help us to 4row 

2. help us to have healthy skin 

3. keep us from having a disease 
called rickets 

4. help us to repair our bodies 



.-43. Wrapping waxed paper around sand
wiches packed for lunches is a very good 
practice because it-

1. keeps the sandwiches moist 

2. looks neat and attractive 

3. keeps the sandwiches from spoiling 

4. keeps the food values from changing 

-44. After Jane had been ill she was not very 
hungry at mealtime. Which of these 
groups of foods would help her gain 
back her appetite? 

1. whole wheat and enriched cereals 
for breakfast 

2. candies and other sweets 

3. butter and other fats 

4. potatoes and other starchy vege
tables 

--45. Minerals and vitamins are most impor
tant for-

1. helping us to stay well 

2. helping us to keep the grocery bill 
low 

3. helping us to keep warm 

4. making our foods taste better 

--46. A suitable place to store left-over cooked 
vegetables between the noon meal and 
the evening meal is in the-

1. oven 

2. kitchen cabinet 

3. refrigerator 

4. pantry 

-47. Salt is added to many foods as we eat 
them to improve-

1. texture 

2. color 

3. flavor 

4. keeping quality 

--48. Tom who is 12 years old is as··· 
mother but he eats more than sh 
This is because- e 

1. he is a boy 

2. he is going to school 

3. he plays 

4. he is still growing 

-49. 
I" 

9"reen and yellow vegetables are Ill, ~~ 
Important for- if~~ 

1. cellulose ·.~) 

2. carbohydrates 
/I 

3. minerals and vitamins .~. f 

4. flavor and color 
______________ ,J!.l 

r 

Directions: There is a good reason for each nil ~ 

of courtesy. Choose the best reason in each gr~··· ( 
and put the number on the line. 

Page 4 

! 

--50. We should be prompt to come to 1 

table when a meal is ready so that-11. 1 

1. we may get through earlier ,... 

2. we can practice promptness ~~oD 

3. we may be first to choose our favC ill 
ite food 

4. we do not keep others waiting -D. I 

.!~. I 
--51. No one should try to talk when he I 1 

food in his mouth because- .!).I 

1. his words will not be spoken clear 1 

2. others do not like to see food af1J! I 
it is in his mouth · · 

-~.I 3. it will take him longer to eat 

4. the food will not taste as good -
l~ 

--52. In serving our plates, small helpin'~it 
should be taken because- ::~

1 

1. large helpings crowd the plate . 
-"1( 

2. large helpings would look like we · 
were selfish -ll. I 

3. the food will serve more people .J/, 1 

4. less food is likely to be wasted .]]I ., 



PART TWO 

~ Jirections: If the sentence is true, put X on the 
:.' jne. If the sentence is not true, leave the line 
~~~:lank ''·I , 
I 
, ~xample: 
~ 1'., ' 

~··\_!_It is a good habit to eat breakfast every morn-
mg. 

:<:------------------
:- low begin to read the sentences below: 

·. -19. Packaged foods cost less than the same 
~::) foods in bulk. 

(c:::_20. White eggs are better for us than brown 
~ .. ~.. eg •'-.. gs. 

-..._21. Ripe fruit has more food value than un
ripe fruit. 

.',(:·-22. Milk should be kept in the warmest part 

.. _.-:~·', of the refrigerator. 

-23. Leafy foods that are allowed to wilt lose 
some of their food value. 

.. :\,-24. Cereal foods should be kept moist. 
:_ .... , . 

.. ~ .... 

;:.~·::irections: Write X on the line before the sen-
·<:r·· 
:·" nces that tell the advantages of using frozen 
:i~~;ods. 

· ,_;,-25. Frozen foods are easy to prepare. 

:::i::··-26. Frozen foods have little waste, such as 

.. \; peelings, stems, etc. 

·.:·~::-27. Frozen foods are usually of very good 
:·: .. ! quality. 
.. :ir .. / 

"/:--28. Frozen foods are sold only in some stores. 
I(/ 

~8;;-29. Frozen foods spoil quickly after thawing. 

·1:·------------------1~:/ 

' . i)ome minerals and vitamins are lost in cooking 
.~ egetables. Put X on the line before the sentences 

.~at tell the ways that will save most of the min
~~((rals and vitamins. 

1,1',1' 

~~~~~-30. Cook slowly for a long time. .,, 

~~.;; ,-31. Use as little water as possible. 
' v:!' 

~~~; -32. Add soda to the cooking water. 
{/ 

~i-33. Serve immediately after cooking. 
"!~ ' ~ II /b ~3 

Mary, in the third grade, ate these foods for break
fast: sweet roll, jelly, coffee. 

Directions: You have learned that a good break
fast for a school girl has other foods besides 
these. Put X on the line by each way that will 
help Mary to have a better breakfast. 

--34. Add some cereal. 

--35. Drink tea instead of coffee. 

--36. Drink cocoa instead of coffee. 

---3 7. Drink milk instead of coffee. 

-38. Add some fruit. 

--39. Eat preserves instead of jelly. 

--40. Add an egg at breakfast several times a 
week. 

PART THREE 

Directions: Four answers are given for each state
ment. Only one answer is right or better than the 
others. Put the number of this right or best answer 
on the line. 

Example: 

_L_ We should eat vegetables and fruits because 
they-

1. taste good 

2. are easy to raise 

3. help us to stay well 

4. keep us from getting fat 

Now begin to read the sentences below: 

--41. Butter that is used for sandwiches 1s 
often creamed because it-

1. digests more easily 

2. spreads more easily 

3. tastes better 

4. looks better 

--42. Tapioca comes from-

1. macarom 

2. cassava roots 

3. tangerines 

4. paprika 

i 
)· 

-



-63. 

-64. 

Citrus fruits, tomatoes, raw cabbage, or 
salad greens 
1. help us to stay well 
2. help us to have healthy teeth 
3. keep us from having a disease 

called scurvy 
4. prevent night blindness 

Meat, fish, eggs, poultry, dried peas and 
beans, nuts and peanut butter 
1. give us brain food 
2. help us to grow 
3. help us to keep warm 
4. help satisfy our appetites 

--65. Bread and cereals - whole gram or 
enriched 
1. give us important vitamins 
2. give us heat and energy 
3. help us to grow 
4. keep us froni having a disease 

called scurvy 

-66. Milk and milk products 
1. give us heat and energy 
2. give us roughage 
3. help us to grow 
4. help us to stay well 

Boys and girls need to eat a variety of foods. We 
are learning that if we are to grow and have fun, 
we need to eat more of some foods than of others. 
We are likely to get plenty of the nutrients our 
bodies need if we eat 

--67. How many servings of green and yellow 
vegetables? 
1. one each day 
2. two each day 
3. three each day 
4. two each week 

--68· How many servings of citrus fruits or 
tomatoes or raw cabbage or other salad 
greens? 
1. three each week 
2. two each week 
3. two each day 
4. one each day 
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--69. How many servings of potatoes? 
1. one each day 
2. two each day 
3. three each day 
4. two each week 

--70. How many servings of other vegetables 
or fruits? 

-71. 

-72. 

1. one each day 

2. two each day 

3. one each week 
; /'' 

4. three each week 

How many servings of milk or cheesei! 

1. one each day 
2. two each day I 

3. three each day 

4. three each week 

How many servings of meat or fish o 
poultry or dried peas and beans, or nut:::li 
or peanut butter? 

1. one each day 

2. one each week 

3. two each day 

4. two each week 

·.::!r 

... 1 
::· 

... 

--73. How many servings of eggs? 

1. two each day 

2. three each day 

3. two each week 

4. three each week 

...... .... 

:,(; 

--74. How many servings of bread or cere~ ... 
foods, whole grain or enriched? . . 

1. one each day ' ··· 

2. two each day . 

3. three each day 

4. three each week 

--75. How many servings of butter or fortifi6·:·,, 
margarine? 

1. one each day 

2. two each day 

3. three each day 

4. three each week 



A Elementary Series 
Grades 4-9 

CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY-ELEMENTARY, FORM A 
A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

Devised by louis P. Thorpe, Ernest W. Tiegs, and Willis W. Clark 

Name------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------- ______________ Grade __________________ Sex: Boy-Girl 

Schoo'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Age ____________ Birthday _________________________ _ 

::..:-reacher ______________________________________________ , ______________________________________________________ Date _____________________________________ _ 

COMPONENTS Per-
Possi- cent-
hie Pupil's ile 

Score Score Rank 
PERCENTILE 

(Chart pupil's percentile rank here) 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 

:r I. Self Adjustment 72 l-1-l-l-i-l-l-l-1--l-1 

,• 

-· .. 

:~ 

A. Self-reliance . 

B. Sense of Personal Worth 

C. Sense of Personal Freedom . 

D. Feeling of Belonging . . 

• 
E. Withdrawing Tendencies 

(Freedom from) 

F. Nervous Symptoms 
(Freedom from) 

2. Social Adjustment 

A. Social Standards . 

B. Social Skills . . 

C. Anti-social Tendencies . 
(Freedom from) 

D. Family Relations 

E. School Relations 

.•. 
;~ i F. Community Relations 

~I I TOTAL ADJUSTMENT • . 

_;\)i 
,·:v· ~ 

~- !' I 

12--. 

12--. 

12 --. 

12--. 

12 __ . 

12 __ . 

72 --

12 -- --

12 -- --

12 -- --

12 -- --

12 -- --

12 -- --

144 --

l--------l--------l--------l--------l-----··-l----·---l---·----1------·-l-----·--l--------1 

1--------I--------I--------I---·---·I--------I-----·--I--------1----: ... J ........ J.---·---1 

l--------l----·---l--------l----·---l--------l---·-·--l--------1------·-l·---··--l-----·--1 

l--------1--------1--------1--------l----·---l-------·l--------1--------l--------1--------l 

l--------1--------l--------l--------l--------1--------l--------1--------l--------1--------1 

1--------l--------1--------1--------1--------l--------1----·---1--------l--------1---·----1 

1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 810 901 991 

1-l-1-l-1-l-l-1---
-

l--------1--------l--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 

1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1 

l--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1------·-l·-------1--------l--------1--------1 

l--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1··------l--·-----1-----·--l--------1--------1 

l--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1-----·--l--------1--------1--------1--------1 

l--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------l-----·--1--------1-------·l--------1 

I 1-1-l-1-l-1-l-1 
1-1-- 50 60 70 80 90 99 

1 10 20 30 p
4
~RCENTILE 

. ht 1942 by California Test Bureau 
Copyng • ' . · T st Bureau . 

Published bY Ca~foLma Ane~cles 28, Califorma 
5916 Hollywood Boulevar • os n 
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1 no.[ o~ 

First look at each thing in this test. Make a circle around the L for each thing that you 
l![/lJIUiliike or would very much like to do. Then make a circle around the D for things you really do. 
OS UJ~ll . 

21. L D Collect coins 51. L D Go to church ~q 11 Sj 1. l D Play the rad10 
· 2. L D Read stories 28. l D Collect autographs 52. L D Go to Sunday School 

d ( 3. L D Go to movies 29. l D Collect pictures 53. l D Belong to a club 
n' rJs 4• L D S d d · 30. L D Cut out pictures 54. L D Belong to YMCA J 'Jmll . tu y rea mg 

10J oa 5. L D Study arithmetic 31. L D Practice writing or YWCA 
6. L D Study history 32. L D Sew 55. L D Go to parks 
1. L D Study science 33. L D Knit 56. L D Go to a carnival l)UI JO • 

34. l D Make boats 57. L D Go to a circus oloa 8. L D Study spellmg 
9. l D Study geography 35. L D Make airplanes 58. L D Sing in a chorus 

10. L D Study trees 36. L D Use building toys 59. L D Sing in a glee club 1 ~~r;11. L D Study birds 37. L D Work with tools 60. L D Belong to a gang Jl s . 
38. L D Make a garden 61. L D Play ping pong · 12. L D Study animals 

13. L D Study butterflies 39. L D Play on sandpiles 62. l D Play croquet ·wrq 40. L D Play with pets 63. L D Play ball ~no~( 14. L D Dr~w 
IJ!JA\JS. L D Pamt 41. L D Visit rivers 64. L D Play tennis 

16. L D Model 42. L D Go fishing 65. L D Go hunting 
17. L D Design 43. L D Climb 66. l D Go hiking with a 

or 18. L D Sing 44. l D Skate group 
1 ·:19. L D Play piano 45. L D Ride a bicycle 67. L D Play in a band 
20. L D Make a scrapbook 68. L D Play in an orchestra 
21. L D Keep a diary 69. L D Go to a church social 

0 
. .22. L D Write 46. L D Ride a horse 70. L D Go to a party 0 i 

23. L D Speak pieces 47. l D Play cards 71. L D Go to a dance 
24. L D Play a harmonica 48. l D Play dominoes 72. L D Be officer of a club 
25. L D Take pictures 49. L D Play checkers 73. L D Belong to Scouts 

·· 26. L D Collect stamps 50. L D Play chess 74. L D Go camping 

l 
~ 
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SECTION 1 A 

Would you rather plan your 
own work than to have some 
one else plan it for you?.· YES NO 

Do you usually apologize when 
you are wrong? ' YES NO 

. When you have some free time, 
do you usually ask your par-
ents or teachers what to do? YES NO 

When someone tries to cheat 
you, do you usually try to stop 
him? YES NO 

Is it easy for you to recite or 
talk in class? YES NO 

Do you like to meet new people 
or introduce them to others? YES NO 

Do you usually go to bed on 
time, even when you wish to 
stay up? YES NO 

Is it hard to do your work 
when someone blames you for 
something? YES NO 

. Do you usually eat food that 
is good for you, even if you do 
not like it? YES NO 

Do your parents or teachers 
· usually need to tell you to do 
· your work? YES NO 

Do you get excited wnen Jhings 
go wrong? YES NO 

Do you usually keep at your 
work until it is done? YES NO 

Score Section 1 A ............ : ........ : ................. . 

SECTION 1 B 

13. Do your friends generally think 
that your ideas are good? YES 

14. Do most of your friends and 
classmates think you are bright? YES 

15. Are yo.ur friends and classmates 
usually interested in the things 
you do? YES 

16. Do you wish that your father 
(o.r mother) had a better job? YES 

17. Do your classmates seem to 
think that you are not a good 

NO 

NO 

NO 

_NO 

friend? YES NO 

18. Do your friends and classmates 
often want to help you? YES NO 

19. Are you sometimes cheated 
when you trade things? YES NO 

20. Do your classmates and friends 
usually feel that they know 
more than you do? YES NO 

21. Do your folks seem to think 
that you are doing well? YES NO 

22. Can you do most of the things 
you try? YES NO 

23. Do people often think that you 
cannot do things very well? YES NO 

24. Do people often do nice things 
for you? YES NO 

Score Section 1 8 ...................................... _ 
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SECTION 1 C. 

25. May you usually choose your 
own friends? YES NO 

26. Are you allowed enough time to 
play? YES NO 

27. Do others usually decide to 
which parties you may go? YES · NO 

28. May you usually bring your 
friends horrie when you want 
to? YES NO 

29. May you usually do what you 
want to during your spare time? YES NO 

30. Do you have a chance to see 
many new things? YES NO 

31. Do your folks often stop you 
from going around with your 
friends? YES NO 

32. Are you allowed to do most of 
of the things you want to? YES NO 

SECTION -' l ·· .. o·. 

37. Do pets and animals 
friends . with yQu easily? 

38. Are you proud of your school? 

39. Do your classmates think you 
cannot do well in school? YES ., 

40. Are you as well and strong as 
most boys and girls? YES . · 

41. Are your cousins, aunts, uncles, 
or grandparents as nice as those 
of most of your friends? YES 

42. Are the members of your family 
usually good to you? YES 

43. Do you often think that 
body likes you? 

44. Do you feel that most of your 
classmates are glad that you are 
a member of the class? YES 

~ 33. · Are you g1ven some spending 45. Do you have just a few friends? YES 
l money? YES NO 

34. Do your folks stop you from 
taking short walks with your 
friends? YES NO 

35. Are you punished for lots of 
little things? YES NO 

36. Do you feel that your folks 
boss you too much? YES NO 

Score Section 1 C ....................................... . 

46. Do you often wish you had 
some other parents? YES 

47. Are you sorry you live in the 
place you do? YES 

48. Do your . friends have better ; 
times at home than you do? YES ·; 
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SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F 

Have people often been so un-
fair that you gave up? YES NO 

61. Do you often have sneezing 
spells? YES NO 

50. Do you often think of many 
· things that are dangerous? YES NO 62. Do you often have bad dreams? YES NO 

Do you often meet people who 
are so mean that you hate 
them? YES NO 

Do you often think about such 
things as failing in your studies, 
losing money, losing your par-
ents, or dying? YES NO 

63. Do· you bite your fingernails 
often? YES NO 

64. Does it usually take you a long 
time to go to sleep at night? YES NO 

Do your friends or your work 65. Does your head ache often? 
often make you worry? YES NO 

YES NO 

Is your work often so hard that 
you stop trying? YES NO 

66. Do you often find you are not 
hungry at meal time? YES NO 

Are people often so unkind or 
unfair that it makes you feel 67. Do you take cold easily? 
bad? YES NO 

YES NO 

56. Do your friends or classmates 
often say or do things that hurt 
your feelings? YES NO 

Do people often try to cheat 
you or do mean things to you? YES NO 

Are you often with people who 
have so little interest in you 
that you feel lonesome? YES NO 

. Are your studies or your life so 
dull that you often think about 

68. Do you often feel tired m the 
forenoon? YES NO 

69. Do you often tap with your 
fingers on a table or desk? YES NO 

70. Do you often feel sick at your 
stomach? YES NO 

many other things? · YES NO 71. Do you often have dizzy spells? YES NO 

Are people often mean or unfair 
to you? YES NO 72. Do your eyes hurt you often? YES NO 

Score Section 1 E ......................................... . Score Section 1 F ······--································· 
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SECTION 2 A 

73. When people get sick or are in 
trouble, is it usually their own 
fault? YES NO 

74. Is it all right to disobey teach
ers if you think they are not fair 
to you? YES NO 

75. Should only the older boys and 
girls be nice and friendly to 
new people? YES NO 

76. Is it all right to take things 
you need if you have no money? YES NO 

77. Is it necessary to thank those 
who have helped you? YES NO 

78. Do children need to obey their 
fathers or mothers even when 
their friends tell them not to? YES NO 

79. If a person finds something, 
does he have a right to keep it 
or sell it? YES NO 

80. Is it all right to make fun of 
boys and girls who do not be-
lieve what you do? YES NO 

81. Should children obey signs that 
tell them to stay off of other 
peoples' grounds? YES NO 

82. Should children be nice to peo-
ple they don't like? YES NO 

83. Is it all right for children to cry 
or whine when their parents 
keep them home from a show? YES NO 

84. Is it all right to cheat in a game 
when the umpire is not look-
ing? YES NO 

Score Section 2 A. ...................................... . 

SECTION z' B · 

85. Do you like to.· speak or smg 
before other people? YES 

86. When people make you angry 
do you usually keep it to your-
self? YES 

87. Do you help new pupils to talk 
to other children? YES 

88. Does it make you feel angry 
when you lose in games at 
parties? YES 

89. Is it hard for you to talk to peo-
ple as soon as you meet them? YES 

90. Do you usually help other boys 
and girls to have a good time? YES 

91. Do you usually act friendly to 
people you do not like? YES 

92. Do you often change your plans 
in order to help people? YES 

93. Do you usually forget the names 
of people you meet? YES 

94. Do you often say nice things to 
people when they do well? YES 

95. Do you try games at parties 
even if you haven't played them 
before? YES 

96. Do you talk to new children at 
school? · · · YES 

Score Section 2 o .................................... -···1· 
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SECTION 2 C 

Do people often ask you to do 
such hard or foolish things that 
you won't do them? YES NO 

Are the tests at school often so 
hard or unfair that it is all right . 
to cheat? YES NO 

Do you often make friends or 
classmates do things they don't 
want to? YES NO 

Are things sometimes so bad at 
school that you stay away? YES NO 

Do people often act so badly 
that you have to be mean or 
nasty to them? YES NO 

Do you often have to make a 
"f " " " . uss or act up to get your 
rights? YES NO 

Is anyone at school so mean 
that you tear, or cut, or break 
things? YES NO 

Is it hard to make people re
member how well you can do 
things? YES NO 

Is someone at home so mean 
that you often have to quarrel? YES NO 

Do you sometimes need some
thing so badly that it is all right 
to take it? YES NO 

Do classmates often quarrel 
with you? · YES NO 

Do you like to scare or push 
smaller boys and girls? YES NO 

Score Section 2 C ....................................... . 

SECTION 2 D 

109. Do you have a hard time be
cause it seems that your folks 
hardly ever have enough money? YES NO 

110. Do your folks seem to think 
that you are just as good as 
they are? YES NO 

111. Are you unhappy because your 
folks do not care about the 
things you like? YES NO 

112. When your folks make you 
mind are they usually nice to 
you about it? YES NO 

113. Do your folks often claim that 
you are not as nice to them as 
you should be? YES NO 

114. Do you like both of your par-
ents about the same? YES NO 

115. Does someone at home pick on 
you much of the time? YES NO 

116. Does it seem to you that your 
folks at home often treat you 
mean? YES NO 

117. Do you try to keep boys and 
girls away from your home be-
cause it isn't as nice as theirs? YES NO 

118. Do you sometimes feel like run-
ning away from home? YES NO 

119. Do you feel that no one at home 
loves you ? YES NO 

120. Have you often felt that your 
folks thought you would not 
amount to anything? YES NO 

-1-



SECTION 2 E 

121. Do you think that the boys 
and girls like you as well as they 
should? YES NO 

122. Do you think that the children 
would be happier if the·teacher 
were not so strict? YES NO 

123. Is it fun to do nice things for· 
some of the other boys and 
girls? YES NO 

SECTION 2 F 

133. Do you visit many of the inter
esting places near where you 
live? YES 

134. Do you sometimes do things 
to make the place in which you 
live look nicer? YES 

135. Do you think there are too few 
interesting places near your 
home? YES 

124. Is school work so hard that you NO 136. Do you ever help clean up things 
are afraid you will fail? YES near your home? YES 

125. Do many of the children get 
along with the teacher much 
better than you do? YES 

126. Does it seem to you that some of 
the teachers have it m for 

NO 

pupils? YES NO 

127. Do your schoolmates seem to 
think that you are mce to 
them? YES NO 

128. Would you like to stay home 
from school a lot ifit were right 
to do so? YES NO 

129. Are most of the boys and girls 
at school so bad that you try to 
stay away from them? YES' NO 

130. Do your classmates choose you 
as often as they should when 
they play games? YES NO 

131. Do many of the other boys or 
girls claim that they play games 
fairer than you do? YES NO 

132. Do the boys and girls usually 
treat you nice at school? YES NO 

Score Section 2 E ...................................... .. 

137. Do you take good care of your 
own pets or help with other 
people's pets? YES 

138. Do you sometimes help other 
people? YES 

139. Do you try to get your friends 
to obey the laws? YES 

140. Do you help children keep away 
from places where they might 
get sick? YES 

141. Do you usually try to be nice to 
people who are not the same 
color or race as you are? YES 

142. Is it all right to do what you 
please if the police are not 
around? YES 

143. Does it make you glad to see 
the people around your house 
get along fine? YES 

144. bo you dislike many of the 
people who !ive near your home? YES 
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FORM R 

Read this page. Do what it tells y'ou to do. 

Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 

R 
This is a test t,o see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Her~ are three 

sample questions.· Five answers are given under each quest\on. Read each question and decide which 
of the five answers below it is the right answer. 

Sample a: Which one of the_ five things 'below is soft? 1 2 3 4 

CD glass ® stone @ cotton CD iron ® ice ......... ii I 
.The right answer, of course, is cotton. And the word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy 

· :r;nark has been put in the space under the 3 at the right. This is the way you are to 
m ' answer the questions. 

Yfl 

Look at the next sample question and think how you would answer it. 

·Sample b: A robin is a kind of-, 

® plant (j) bird ®worm ® fish @ flower 

The answer is· bird, and bird is No. 7, so you would put a heavy mark in ·the space 
·under the 7 as· shown at the right. Try this one: 

6 

Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? ~~ 

@53 @ 48 @ 29 @57 @ 16 .................. ii 

The answer, of course, is 57, and that is No. 14; so you would put a heavy mark in 
the _space under the 14 as shown at the right. 

7 8 9 10 

I i ~ 

12 13 14 15 

.. .. I .. 

The test is in two parts. Part I contains 80 questions and Part II, 115 questions. You will take only 
I just now. You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions in either part, but do · 

best you can. You will be allowed half an hour for each part after the examiner tells you to begin. 
to get as many answers right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 

not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the. 
BexaiJniner after the test begi9s .. 

Do not open the booklet untit you are told to begin . 
.. ,, 

Patent No. r,586,628 

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1941 by World Book Company, .Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 

PRINTED IN U.S.A. R-8 Edition a 
~·This test is copyrighted; The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 

· way,· whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
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Which one of the following sentences· is wrong? 
@ He plays tennis very bad. ® George and I were there. 
@ Who would have thought so? @) Did you solve the problem rightly? ............... · 

. } 

@ I hardly never wear a hat. 
Which one. of the following sentences is wrong? 

@ He could hardly wait. 
@ They don't like to work. @ Whom did you see at the office? ..................... . . ' 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong_? . . 
CD He ,studied his lesson. @ I wish we was in Florida. ® The clock had run down. 
CD I am the girl whose fatMr you saw ........................................ ' ....... . 

At 6% per annum, what will be the interest on $200 for 3 years? 
. . ' @ $3600 0 $12 ® $36. ® $600 @ $18 .............................. . 

The lowest line in the 'treble clef is do in the key of-
. @A @ B @ C @ D @E ........................................... . 

Which of these states is the most mountainous? 
· @ Arizona @ Colorado @ Nebraska @ Illinois @ Indiana .............. . 

In how many days does the earth make one complete revolution about the sun? 
® 360 @ 365 @ 28 @ 7 @ 31. ..................................... . 

When it is 12 o'clock in New York, what time is it in Ch.icago? (Standard Time) 
· ® 12 o'clock ® 11 o'clock @ 1 o'clock @ 10 o'clock @ 2 o'clock .. · ..... . 

The Monroe Doctrine' was :- . 
@ a warning to the European nations to refrain from colonizing in the Western Hemisphere 
@ a warning against our making entangliD.g alliances with European nations 
@ a declaration of war @ a treaty with Great Britain @ a tariff policy .......... . 

The initiative and referendum have to do with-
@ legislation- ® bargaining @ commerce @ banking @ war .............. · 

The President of the United States is technically chosen by- + 
@ the· state legislatures @ the people @ the electoral college @ the Senate 
@ the Cabinet ........ : ........................................................... ·. 

The medulla oblongata is part of the ( ?) system. . 
@ digestive @ circulatory @ nervous @ respiratory @ glandular ........ . 

The story of '~Rebecca of Sunny brook Farm" tells about-
@ Mr. Aladdin @ Lobo @ Carol Bird @ Miss Ophelia @ Queen Dolores .. 

"To deplete" means about the same as-
@ to deprecate @ to exhaust @ to deplore @ to complete @ to deny ..... : 

Rosa Bonheur was famous as a -
@ sculptor @ actress @ poet @ painter @ singer ...................... . 

® saturated air is cooled @ there is a strong wind 
@ cold air sinks ......................................... . 

@ ho.urs of work and wages @armament ®power .. 

A' dealer sells trombones.at $50 each, having bought' them of the manufacturer at a discount of 60% of this selling 
price. How much does each trombone cost the dealer? 

® $40 ® $20 @ $30 .® $44 @ $60 ..................... ~ ............. . 
'"''••lliL·"·· · A circle viewed obliquely appears as- . · · · 

. · t@ · a, smaller circle @' a straight line @ an ellipse @ a cylinder @ egg:.shaped. · ..... 
12 is to 4 as 6 is to what?.' 

' . @ 1 ® 2 @ 3 @) 4 @_ 8 ................. ·-· · ............. • ............. . 
What is CX'vi expressed in Arabic figures? 

·, ., ' . @156 @66 @116 @114 @96 ............. .- ................. l ••••• 

. 3x.-:- 4 = 5, x = (?), ·" 
.. . . , .. CD 12· ® t · ®. 3. 0 9 ® 27 ............. : ..... : .. ...................... · 

. .. ~nd of Part II. Stop here. Go back and see that all your answers are right. · 

'" 



Otis CJ. Test: Rev.: R 

PART I Page2 
Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? 

CD potato · ® turnip 0 carrot @ stone ® onion ............•............. 
Which one of the five answers below tells best what a sword is? 

@ to cut 0 a weapon ® an officer ® a tool @ to fight ..... , ......... . 
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north? 

@ east @ star @ south @ pole @ equator ............................ . 
The peeling is to a banana and the husk is to an ear of corn the same as a shell is to what? 

· @ an apple @ an egg . @ juice @ a peach @ a hen ..................... . 
A child who knows he is guilty of doing wrong should feel -

@ bad @ sick @ better @ afraid ® ashamed ......................... . 
. 6. Which one of the five things below is the largest? 

@ lmee @ toe @ leg @ ankle @ foot ...................... : ......... . 
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of strong? 

@ man ® weak @ small @ short @ thin ............................. . 

001 .s. Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? . 

@~ @))))) @~ @ ))~~)' ........................................... . 
WI 9. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a chair, a bed, and a stove? 

@ a chimney @ a stick @ a window ® a table @ a floor ....... ~ ........ . 
A. knee is to a leg as an elbow is t~ what? 
' @ an arm ® a shoulder @ a bone @ a wrist @ a hand ................. . 
Which word means the opposite of joy? 

® sickness @ bad @ happiness @ sorrow ® cry ...................... . 
!f I find a kind of plant that was never seen before, I have made-

@ an invention @) an adoption @ B; creation @ a novelty @ a discovery ... , 

Which is the most important reason that words in the dictionary are arranged alphabetically? 
@ It is the simplest arrangement. @) It puts the shortest words first. 

, , @ It enables us to find any word quickly. @ It is a custom. @ The printing is easier. 
A sculptor is to a statue as an author is to a-

1 

@ book @) man @ name @> bookcase @pen .......................... . 
At 3 cents each, how many pencils can be bought fo~ 27 cents? 

@ 27 @ 81 @ 3 ® 9 @ 30 ............................... '~~~~-iii 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

@~~- ®g~ @~u @~v ................................... . 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a saw, a hammer, and a file? 
· • @ a bottle @ a pen @ a screw driver @ a fork @ a carpenter ....... : . 

. . H the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? . :y 
@ luncheon ® dress @ undress @) supper @ breakfast .............. '.F:. • 

• . :-t·: ·~' :;~~;, ' 

. The saying, "Don't count your chickens before they are hatched," means-
· ® Don't hurry. @ Don't be too sure of the future. @ Haste makes waste. . .·. 

@ Don't gamble. @ Don't raise chickens ..................................... ; .. ),: , 
. A. boy who often tens big stories about what he can do is said to- · : ..... 

1 
· CD lie ® fake 0 cheat @ joke ® brag ............................. . 

Which tells best just what a colt is? 
@ an animal with hoofs (j) an awkward little beast ® an animal that runs fast 

. ® a young horse @ a little animal that eats hay ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
' Whic~ of the five things below is most like these three : a horse, a pigeon, and a cricket? 

. . . , · @ a stall @ a saddle @ a feather @ a goat @ a wing ............... . 
· Ra,ilroad t~acks are to a locomotive as what is to an.automobile? · 

· ' @ tire~ ® ste~ @ speed @ the road @ gasoline .................. . 
(Go rz'ght on to the next 



Is obtained from-
· @ laboratories ·: ® elephants @ mines . @) reefs @) oysters ............... . 

The Panama Canal was begun in the administr~tion of -
' @ Cleveland @ McKinley @ Theodore Roosevelt @Taft @·Wilson ..... . 

In what document are these words: "all men a~e created equal"? 
@ Declaration of Independence @) Constitution of the United States 
@ Emancipation Proclamation @ Magna Charta @) Bill of Rig~ts ............... . 

Which one of the following men was prominent·in the Revolutionary period? 
@ Henry Clay @ Benedict Arnold @ U.S. Grant @ Sir Walter Raleigh 
@ Andrew Jackson ............................................................... . 

The legislative body of a city is usually called the-
® legislature ® council @ mayor @> senate @ court ................... . 

Which one of these countries invaded Poland in 1939? 
® Spain @ Italy @ Germany @ Turkey @ England .................... . 

A vertebra is part of -
@ the spinal column ® the head @ a nerve @) a muscle @) a hand ...... . 

The blood is carried from the heart in the ::..._ 
® veins ® arteries @ capillaries ® glands @ nerves .................. . 

The story of "The Dutch Twins" tells about-
CD Imogene and Bob ® Heidi ® Albrecht and Christof CD Hansel and Gretel 
® Kit and Kat ................................................................... . 

"Reverence" means about the same as.:..__ 
® veneration (j) inference ® revelry ® deference @ gratitude .......... . 

"Legitimate" means about the same as-
@ intimate @ lawful @ legislative @ lucrative @ infinite ...... , ........ . 

Which of the following combinations of colors makes the best contrast? + 
@ red and pink @ blue and orange @ blue and purple @ blue and green 
® orange and yellow ............................................................... · 

Emeralds are usually-
@ red @ blue @ yellow @ green @ orange ........................... . 

The "wigglers" often found in stagnant water will turn into-
® fleas ® houseflies @ moths ® mosquitoes @ butterflies ........... . 

S. "Larceny" is a term used in - . 
@ agriculture @ theology ® medicine @ law @ sport .................. . 

l· Which one of the following statements is false? 
f . @ Air has no weight. @ Ice is lighter than water. @ Friction produces heat ...... . 
p. Sol in the key of C is do in the key of -

@ A @ E @ G @ F @ B fiat ....................................... . 

@2 @ t ..... ···································· 
.24 + .6 = (?) ® 4. ® .4 @ .04 ® .004 @ .0004 ................................... . 

@ 200 ® 3t 
The circumference of a circle = -

Q,j_§_ 
"!31 2 5 @)2 @ 9.' ...................................... . 

@ 7r @ 71"2 @ 27rr @ n2 @ ~7rr2 ..................................... . 
A promise of a corporation to pay principal and interest at a specified time on a loan made to it is called a-

@ check @) promissory note @) mortgage @ share of stock . @) bond ...... . 
The square root of 64 = -

® 16 
Which word is wrongly spelled? 

@2 

' @ necessary 
: Which ,word i~ wrongly spelled? 

.· ® seperate 

@6 @4 @ 8 ........................................... . 

® agreement · @ distinguish @> assure @ foriegn ........... . 

®extreme @ organization @ appreciate @ practical ........ . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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Which word means the opposite of pretty? 

, @ good @ ugly @ bad @ crooked 
Which one of the words below would come fir'st in the dictionary? 

. , ® tramp · ® saint @ razor @ quart 

@nice ............................ . 

@ grass ........................... . 
/ 

Which tells best just what a cat is? 

@ it drinks milk @ something that V(alks quietly @ it has soft fur 
· ® a small domestic animal @ a thing that climbs trees ........................... . 

One number is wrong in the followin~ series. 7 1 7 2 7 3. 7 4 7 5 7 G 7 8 What should that number be? 
@ 4 ® @ 8 ® 7 .® 5' .................. " ... " ....... " ... " .... . 

Which of these series contains a wrong number? 

@Y 3-6-9-12-15 ~ 2-5-8-11-14 ~ 1-4-7-10-12 ~ 2-4-6-8-10 ~ 1-3-5-7-9 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a ship, a bicycle,· and a truck? 

@ a sail @ a wheel @ a train @ the ocean @ a tire ...... · ............. . 

Three of the four de.signs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? . 

@_q- @r> @~ @-Q-
• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 0. 0 ••••••••••••••• 

Whi'Ch statement tells best just what a hallway is? 
· @ a small room ® a plaee to hang your hat and coat @ it is long and narrow 

@) where to say good-by @ a passage leading from one room to another ....... , ..... . 
Steam is to water as water is to -

® hot @ ice @ an engine @ a solid @) gas ........................... . 
Which one of these words would come last in the dictionary? 

@ health ® juggle @ normal @ never @) grateful ... · .................. . 
Count each 7 below that has a 5 next after it. 
753097358774217573247093755725775471 • 
How many such 7's did you count? 

@ 11 @ 2 @ '3 ® 4 ® 12 ........ ' ................................. ·' 
. · If George is taller than Frank and Frank is taller than James, then George is ( ?) James. · · 

· ® taller than @ shorter than ® just as tall as @ (cannot say which) ........ . 
A man who betrays his country is called a-

@ thief @ coward @ enemy ® traitor @ slacker ...................... . 
The daughter of my mother's brother is my -

CD sister ® niece 0 cousin CD aunt ® granddaughter .................. . 
Peace is to war as ( ?) is to confusion. 

· ® explosion 0 order ® armistice ® riot @ police ..................... . 
If Paul is older than Herbert and Paul is younger than Robert, then Robert is ( ?) Herbert. . · 

. . @ older than @ younger than @just as old as @ (cannotsay which) ........ . 

n the following words were arranged in order, with what letter would the middle word begin? 
· Week Year Hour Second Day Month Minute 

@W @S @H @D @M ......................................... , 
A q~antity which grows larger is said to - · 

@ prosper @ increase @ fatten ® rise @ burst. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 
A bicycle is to a motorcycle as a wagon is to what? 

@ an engine ® an automobile @ a horse @ slower @ an airplane ....... . 

Which statement tells best just what a fork is? 
@. a thing to use when eating @ an instrument with prongs for lifting · 
@ it goes with a knife ® it goes on the table @ it is made of silver .............. · 

·. ~ '\Vhat is the most important reason that we use clocks? ' 
· · ., .· . · @ To wake us up in the morning. ® To help us catch trains. @ To regulate our daily lives. · 

' · @ They are ornamental.• @ So that children will get to .school on time .. · ....... .-. . . . . . 1 

, , . , (Go right on to the next page.) 
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'A 
Add 

86 
24 
57 
31 

188 

B 
Subtract 

10468 
7531 
3937 

@ 15 

@8 

c 
Multiply 

3685 
7 

21795 

@ 6~ 

@1 

D 
. Divide 

993 
8)7952 

All these answers are wrong. 

@ 69 ®54········································ 

@6 @ 48 @ 64 .............................. ! ............ . 

61. One figure is wrong, in the answer to the addition problem at A. 
What should that one figure be? · 

@6 @7 @8 @9 @5 .. , ........... .. 

62; One figure is wrong in the answer to the subtraction problem at B. 
What should that figure be? · 

@ _1 @ 2 @ 3 @ 4 @ 5 ............... . 

13. 63. One figure is >yrong in the answer to the multiplication problem at C. 
What should that figure be? 

@6 .@7 @8 @4 @5 ............... . 
One figure is wrong in the answer to the division problem at D. What should that figure be? · 

@6 @7 @8 @4 @5 ............................................. . 
4 yd. 2 ft. 5 in.· plus 2 yd. 1 ft. 7 in. equals how many feet? 

- @ 10 @ 20 @ 21 @ 21f @ 22 ........ ' ..................... -...... . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ I don't know whom you mean. @ He gave some of the fish to Harold and I. 
@ Who will go if you don't? @) I don't like those colors. . ......................... . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ He sat on a stone wall. @) His arm was broke. @ How do you know? 
® He gave each of us an apple ...................... .- .............................. . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? +. 
CD I want to go, too. ® We lost our yvay. ® Let me do it for you. 
CD He did very good. ® He was lying on the couch ........ : ........................ : 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
· ® deside 0 accident ® volume ®·impossible @ estimate .............. . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@. century @ assist @ perticular @ total @ difference ................. . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
' @ machine @ success @ avenue @ entertain @ visiter ................ . 

. 
1 Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 

@ We are both older than he. @ We all went horne together. .® I have got a bad cold. 

A man had a certain sum .in the bank last year. 
saved during the year, you should - · 

He has a certain larger sum this year. To find how much he has 

® add ® subtract @ multiply @ divide @l add, then subtract .. · ......... : . 

A bus makes a certain number of trips a day over the same road. 
· total number of miles traveled per day, you should --

Each trip is a certain number of miles. To find the -

® add ® subtract @ t;nultiply @ divide 
' 

@ multiply, then divide ........ . 

A boy grew from 4ft .. 4 in., at the age of 12, to 5 ft., at the age of 13. If he kept on growing at that rate, how tall 
· would he be at the age of 15? . · . · 

@ -6 ft. 4 in.. ® 7 ft. @ 6 ft. @l 6 ft. 8 in. @ 7 ft. 4 in. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • 
A portion of land almost surrounded by water is called ~ . 
· @ a bay @ an island @ a lake @ a cape @ a peninsula ................ . 
Which of these states is nearest Illinois? -

. . . @ Missouri · . @ North Dakota 
-Which of these is an island? 

@ Pennsylvania - @ Colorado @ Virginia ..... 

@ Mghanistan @Siam @India @ Madagascar @ Siberia .............. ' 
(Go right on to the next page,) 
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A king is to a kingdom as a president is to what? 
@ qu~en @ vice-president 

Which of these expressions is the most definite? 
.@ senate @republic @democrat ........... . 

® soon · @, early @ later 
• A vase is to flowers as ( ?) is to milk. 

@ morning @ten A.M .................... ;,, •• 

· ® a cow @ a pitcher 
A lamp is to a light as ( ?) is to a breeze. 

®white ®drink @cream .............. · ......... · 

@ a fan ® bright @ a sailboat @) a window @blow ................... . 
·,If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 

® good @ excellent @ wretched @ fair @ poor ....................... . 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

a :·.· r·ITOO • • • 
@ ®• •• @ •• @ ·············································· 

If Henry is taller than Tom and Henry is shorter than George, then George is ( ?) Tom. 
® taller than @ shorter than @ just as tall as ® (cannot say 'which) . . . . . . . . . ' 

If the following words were rearranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the third word of the sentence 
begin? houses stone built of men wood and 

CDw @s ®b (Dm ®h ........... · ............ ~ .................... . 
John is the fifth child from each end of a row. How many pupils ar~ there in that row? 

® ten (j) eleven ® seven ® nine @ five ............... : ............. . 

Which tells best what an automobile is? 
@ a thing with tires 
@ a horseless chrriage 

Brick is to a wall as ( ?) is to a table. 

@ something to travel in @ an engine mounted on wheels 
@ a yehicle propelled by an engine .......................... . 

• @ a chair @ red @ eat @ a kitchen @) wood. , ............ .' ........... . 
A wire is to electricity as ( ?) is to gas. 

@ a flame @ a. spark @ hot @ a pipe @) a stove ....................... . 
An object or institution that is designed to last only a short time is said to be -
, · · @ temporary ® changeable @ unsound ® worthless @) unstable ........ . 
Which word means the' opposite of humility? 

@ joy @ pride @ dry @ funny @ recklessness ........ , ............... . 
· A.word that means suitable, fit, or proper is-
· @ grotesque @ odd @ inadequate @ superfluous' @ appropriate ......... . 

·. · If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the third word of the sentence would 'begin with what 
letter? men high the a wall built stone · 

@ m @ b ·@ h @ w @ s· ............................................ . 

There is a saying "Any port in a storm." This means-:- · 
. · ' ® Ships should not venture out to sea in storms. @ Stormy weather causes large waV'es in: 

harbors. @ In emergencies any aid is acceptable. @ Ships usually sink in stornis ... 
· Which o~e of the five things below is most like these three : cannon ball, wire, and penny? · 
. ·.... · · @ dollar bill ® bone @) string ® pencil @ key ....................... .. 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? /j 

®f@J ®~ @~ @)~ .......................................... .. :} 
·There isa saying, "Don't look a gift horse in the ·mouth." This means- .. 
· ... · · . - · ·.@ It is not safe to look into the mouth of a horse. @ You cannot judge the age of a gift horse 1. 

' · by his teeth. @ Don't accept a horse as a gift. @ Although you question the value of a gift,·, 
1 · .accept it graciously ............. ~ ......... ;, .............. · .... : ........... : ........ ,. .. : .. ;. 

· · · · .<Gf? right on· to the next· ·. · 



cotton gin was invented by-
® Thomas Edison ® Benjamin Franklin @ Eli Whitney ® Rob~rt Fulton 
@ Samuel Morse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 

members of the Cabinet are chosen by -
@ the people @ Congress @ the President @ the state legislatures .......... . 

Which one of the following men was prominent in the Colonial period? 
· @ William Penn @ John Brown @·John Cabot @ Magellan @ Daniel Webster 

1. What official of a city corresponds to the governor of a state? 
@ the city judge ® the mayor @ the city attorney @ the city clerk 

i : @ the chief of police ................................ 1 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

When we breathe, air is taken into the-
@ stomach @ heart @ lungs @ liver . @ brain ...................... ; .. . 

:9. A knuckle is a part of the -
@ leg @ hand @ thigh @ hip @) neck ................................ . 

io. All the following are necessary to the body except -
@ proteins. @) carbohydrates @ fats ® minerals @) toxins ............... . 

· The thyroid gland is in the-
@ chest ® abdomen @ neck @l head @ leg ...... : .................... . 

. "To repress" means about the same as -
@ to press hard @ to hurry @ to restrain @ to require @ to press forward 

· · · ."To congregate" means about the same as-
· @ to assemble @) to dismiss @ to applaud @) to confirm @ to contradict ... 

"Antique" means about th'e same as-
@ shabby @ inferior ® ori~inal @ ancient @ peculiar ................. . 

15. The story of "Rip Van Winkle" tells about -
@ Bois-Guilbert ® Tom Canty @ Marley's Ghost @ Old Stony Phiz .® Kaatskills. 

JG . ."The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" tells about- . 
@ Captain Smollet @ Miles Henderson @ Queen Dolores @ Scrooge 
@ Ichabod Crane ...... , ......................................................... : 

l'l. Ivory is obtained from-
'·' @ trees @)mines @ tm*s @) hoofs ®bones .......................... . 

·. The letters "C. 0. D." refer to-
· ® fish @ paying for goods @ a state @ a secret society ® an officer . " ... 

The United States Military Academy is at-
CD Poughkeepsie ® West Point @ Annapolis 0 Boston ®New York ..... 

®mineral 0 gas 

The term ·"soviet" refers to -
@ a form of government 
@ .a method of business 

armadillo· is a kind of -
@ plant @ animal 

Red and yellow pain'ts mixed make ( ?) paint. 
® green ® blue 

· The clarinet is used in -
· @farming @ tennis 

eythoven is best known as - , 

® liq~id ® vegetable @ animal product .............. . 

@ finance @ an implement of war 
·@ a mode of transportation .................... : ......... . 

@bird @ fish @ insect ............................ . 

@purple ®orange @ pink ... : .............. · ......... . 

@music @hunting @ fishing ..................... . 

. . . @ a composer @a poet @ a dramatist· @ an actor @ a statesman ........ , 
I 

.:J:'he· key of E flat has how many flats? 
.. @1 ®2 @3 @)4 @ 5 ................................... :··········· 
.. What is·the .sum of six, four, and three? 
· · · .· · @ thirteen . '@ ten .. @nine @ fourteen @twelve ....................... . 

. <!?) 16 @34 ·@29 ® 259 ··············.·························· 
(Go right on to the next page,) : 
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A boy is to a man as ( ?) is to a sheep. 

· @ wool · ® a lamb @ a goat @) a shepherd .® a dog .................... . 

If t~e following words wen~ rearranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the last word of the sentence 
begm? usually are of made tables wood 

@ w @ d @ a @ t @ m ........................................... . 
An agreement reached in which both sides yield somewhat in their demands is called -

CD a promise ® a compromise ® an understanding G) a deadlock ® an armistice ... 
What is the letter that follows the letter that comes next after M in the alphabet? 

®L (j)M @N ®0 @P ......................................... .. 

One number is wrong in the following series: 
What should that number be? 

1 2 4 8 24 32 64 

@ 6 @ 12 @ 3 @ 16 
@ 48 ... ······································· 

If I have a large box with two small boxes in it and five very small boxes in each small box, 
how.many boxes are there in all? · ' · 

@ eight @ seven @ ten @ twelve @ thirteen .............. : .......... . 

There is a saying, "An ounce of practice is worth a pound of preaching." This means -
® Don't preach. ® Deeds count more than words. @ Preaching takes practice. 
® Don't practice .................................................................. . 

. Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

®0®0'@0@0 .. 
0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • ' 

If a photograph that is 2 inches wide and 3 inches long is enlarged to be 10 inches wide, 
how many inches long will it be? + 
. @ 11 @ 12 @ 15 @ 20 @) 30 

•••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 

One number is wrong in this series : 
What should that number be? 

1 2 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 14 

® 9 ® 6 @3 @ 13 @ 16 .... ·········· ····························· 

When the time by a clock was 8 minutes past 10, the hands were,interchanged. The clock then said about-
· ·. @ 10 min. past 8 @ 8 min. past 10 @ 8 min. of 2 @ 8 min. of 10 . 

@ 8 min. past 2 ............... , .............................................. . 

A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of _alcohol to every 2 quarts of water. 
· . How many quarts of alcohol are needed for 15 quarts of the mixture? . · . 

. @ 7t @ t @ 14 @ 30 @ 5 ...................................... .. 

What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning? 
A E C BAD DEC F B.C D A E E B D 

@.A . @ .B . @ C ,@ D @) E .................................... .' .... . 
In a foreign language · 

pira numa beg a means very deep snow; pira seco means white snow; numa copa me_ans very well. 
What- word means deep? 

@ pira ® numa @ bega ~ copa @ seco ............................. . 
·Which· of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
· @ brave @ clever @ honest @ generous @) loyaL ..................... . 

. A· boy is now three times 'as old as his sister. In 4_ years he will be only twice as old. 
How; ;many years old is his sister? 

·. : . ·· . @ 1 @) 2 @) 3. @) 4 · @ _6 ................................ · .............. I 
· •' End of Part I. Stop,here. . qo back and see that all your answers are right. 
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word is wrongly spelled? 
CD evening · . ® histry 

· Which word is wrongly spelled? 
· ® eight 
Which word is wrongly spelled? 

@ accept 
·Which word is wrongly spelled? 

(j) restrain 

@ capture 

®speak CD fair ® subject ...................... . 

® afrade ®uncle @ fourth ........................ · 

@ inspect @ bridge @ doller .................... . 

. @ g~ntleman @primary @ property @ terrable @ final ............... . 
Which word is wrongly spelled? 

@ beautiful @ repare 
Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 

@ trouble 

@ She lost the book. @ He wrote a letter. 

How many complete sentences are there in the following? 

@ flight @ importance ............... J • 

@ You hadn't ought to do it. ® Save me~ 

Let Harry carry the apples I will carry the milk you may carry the bread 
@1 @2 @3 @4 @5 .............. , ............................. .. 

· 8. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ He couldn't hardly do it . 
@ Many people like meat. 

® No one is here but me. 
@ I am not going to give him any ...................... . 

9. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? , 
@ I wish I were there. @ I don't want no more to eat. @ Both of us are going. 
@ Say it as though you really meant it .............................................. . 

10. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 

)1. 

~~2. . . 

@ Whom did you see? @ That is all the tighter I can get it. 
@ He can sing better than she. @ She doesn't know any better ..................... : 

. . 
If you knew the number of trees in an orchard and the number of rows of trees, 
to find the number of trees in each row you should -

@ add " @) subtract @ multiply ® divide 
How-many miles can a train go in 5 hours at the rate of 40 miles an hour? 

@ add, therl subtract ............ . 

@ 45 ® 35 @ 8 @) 200 @ t ................................ : ...... .. 
13. A rectangular room is 12 feet long arid 10 feet wide. How many square feet "'f floor space does it contain? 

® 22 @) 120 @ 2 @ 1210 . @) 44 .................................... . 
14. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents? 

® 50 ® 25 @) 20 @ 10 @ 100 ............ ' ........................ . 
A man borrowed $450 and later: paid back $200. How many dollars did he still owe? 

. ® $450 @ $200 . @ $650 . . ® $250 @ 5350 ................ : ............ . 
Which of these states produces the most anthracite coal? 

. ® Maine @ P~nnsylvania 
The Pyramid~ are in.

@ Kentucky 

@ Egypt 
The days are longest in -

@ Italy @ Greece @Turkey 

@ April @) June @ August @ Oc;tober 
If. I stand facing north and turn "right face," I shall then face -

@Utah @ West Virginia ....... . 

@ Switzerland ..................... · 

@) December ................... . 

® south @ east @ west @) north 
The largest continent is-

@ northwest ................... · ..... . 

· CD North America 
Gj.braltar is on the coast of - · 

® South Am,erica ®Europe CD Asia ® Africa ........ . 

· · ® Spain . (f) Portugal. ® France ® Italy @Greece ...................... . 

@ Thanksgiving '.@ Christmas @ Flag Day @ Memorial Day 
@ Washington's Birthday ........................................................... . 

Declaration of Independence was signed in...;_ ' 
. , .. @· .. :1:8~(). ®, 1765 @ 1812 @ 1850 @ 1776 .. ............................ : 

(Go right on to the next page.) i 
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By ARTHUR S. Ons, PH.D. 

Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 

FORMS s 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 

Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 

This is a test _to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which 
of the five answers below it is the right answer. 

Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft? 1 2 3 4 6 

CD glass ® stone ® cotton CD iron ®ice......... I 
The right answer, of course, is cotton. And the word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy 

mark has been put in the space under the 3 at the right. This is the way you are to 
· answer the questions. 

Look at the next sample question and think how you would answer it. 

Sample b: A robin is a kind of

® plant 0 bird ® worm ® fish @ flower 

The answer' is bird, and bird is No. 7, so you would put a heavy mark in the space 
under the 7 as shown at the right. Try this one : 

6 

Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? u 

QD 63 ~ 48 ~ 29 ~ 67 ~ 16 .................. ll 
The answer, of course, is 57, and that is No. 14; so you would put a heavy mark in 

the space under the 14 as shown at the right. 

7 8 

I 

12 13 

.. H 

9 10 

g 

14 16 

I .. 

The test is in two parts. Part I contains 80 questions and Part II, 115 questions. You will take only 
, Part I just now. You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions in either part, but do 

· the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour for each part after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many a~swers right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Do not spe~d too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the 
examiner a:fter the test begins. 

Do not open the booklet until you are told to begin. 

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1941 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights resen~ed 
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Edition a 

~·This test is copyrighted. . The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in a1111 other 
·· 
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w_hether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 



Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ You should of seen him at the circus. @ This suit is the darker of the two. 
@l I like this kind of story best. · @) My father gave Jim and me a ride.: ............ . 

96. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
® I set the clock back. ® He laid down to rest. @ He expects you or me to be there. 
® I am the man whose daughter you saw .............. · ............................ . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
CD She doesn't know any better. ® Everyone should look at their own paper. 
® Work fast. G) Whom do you expect this evening? ............................. . 

97. A dealer buys pianos at $300 and sells them at $450. His margin (gross profit) is what per cent of the cost? 
® 33to/o 0 16fo/o ® 50% ® 150% @ 25% ......................... . 

98. If a boy can run 250 feet in 10 seconds, how far can he run in t of a second? 
@ 1 ft. @ 50 ft. @ 25 ft. @ 10 ft. @ 5 ft. .......................... . 

99. Which one of these is an island? 
@ Persia @ Borneo @ India @ Siam @) Mghanistan ................ , 

Which one of these states is the most level? 
® California @ Kansas @ Colorado @ Pennsylvania @ Montana ..... . 

When it is 12 o'clock in Chicago, what time is it in Denver? (Standard Time) 
@ 12 o'clock ® 11 o'clock @ 1 o'clock @ 10 o'clock @ 11 :30 o'clock .. 

Which one of the following men was prominent in the Civil War period? 
@ Jefferson DaVis @ Alexander Hamilton @ James Monroe , 

:~ 106. 

nt~ 
106. 

~v 
;107. 

~II 
IJOS. 

@ Grover Cleveland ® John Paul Jones ......................................... : 
The Spanish-American War was fought during the administration of- j 

@ McKinley ® Cleveland @ Theodore Roosevelt @ Taft @ Wilson .... ·j 
The judges of the Supreme Court of the United States are- _.~ 

@ appointed by the President for office during his term -. 
@ elected by the people every four years @ appointed by the President for life f 

@ chosen by Congress every four years @ appointed by Congress for life ........... ·I 
The tympanic membrane is part of the -

1 

The story of Black Be~ut;~:l~: abo~ ~ose @ ear @.eye @ throat ............................. ! 

@ Merrylegs @ Mr. Jeremiah @ a dog @ buffalo @ Bingo ............ ·I. 
To acquit means about the same as-

@ to stop @ to absolve 
Which one of these letters is most symmetrical? 

@F @J @K 

@ to acquaint @ to conce~tl @ to dishonor ....... \ 
I 

. I' 
@ L ........................................... i @H 

The letters "C. I. 0." stand for-
@ a religious sect @) a labor organization @ a political organization 
@ an honorary society @ a lodge .............................................. . 

When ice is melting -
@ it gives off heat @ it changes temperature ® it takes up heat @ it expands 

Which of these men was Prime Minister of Great Britain at the beginning of World War II? 
@ Lord Halifax ® Neville Chamberlain @ Winston Churchill 
@ Anthony Eden @ Lloyd George ......................................... · .... . 

The Star-Spangled Banner has (?) beats to the measure. 
@1 @2 @3 @4 @5 ........................................... . 

iX!=t @1 @2 @3 @)4 @)5 ........................................... . 
The square root of 36 = ( ?) 

® 9 I ® 12 @ 6 ® 4 @ 3. • • • • • • • • • • •: • • • • • • • • • •""" "• "• •••••••• •• '" 
_, . ., __ , If 2x - 5 = 7, x = ( ?) . 

. CD 1 ® 2 ® 6 0 12 ® - 6 ......... :-.............................. . 
End of Part II. Stop here. Go back and see that izll your answers are right. 
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Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? 
CD peach ® banana ® orange 0 baseball 

Which one of the five answers below tells best what a saw is? 

Page2 
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®plum ..................... . 

fir 
3. 

4. 

5. 
1r1 

6. 

® something 0 a tool ® furniture 
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of south? 

@ west @ arctic @ north @ tropics 
A boy is to a man and a lamb is to a sheep as a kitten is to a -

· @ girl @ cat @ dog @ wolf 
If we feel sorry for the suffering of another, we have a feeling.of-

® hate ® eagerness @ contempt 
Which one of the five things below is the smallest? 

®wood @a machine ............... . 

@ pole ........................... . 

@pole .................................. . 

@ disdain @ pity .. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 

. ,. 7 . "' 

@ a twig ® a limb @ a bud 
Which word means the opposite of succeed? 

@a tree @a branch ..................... . 

@ win @fail @try @ accede @ decline ............................. . 

··~ 
8. 

~. 

'IJ: 

:vl 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is .not like the other three? 

@~ ®~~)~) @~ @))))) 00 00 00 .. 00 00 .... 00 00 00 00 ..... • ............... . 

. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a carrot, an onion, and a cabbage? 
@ a bush @ an apple @ a salad @ a potato @ a cherry ................ . 

A finger is to a hand as a toe is to a what? · 

-~, 

r ... 

l3. 

@ foot @ toenail @ heel @ shoe @) knee ............................. . 
Which expression tells best just what a floor is? ® part of a house @ an inverted wall 

@ it is made of wood @ the part of a room to walk on @ a place to put a chair .... 
If we believe someone has committed a crime, but we are not sure, we have a-

@ fear @) misunderstanding @ wonder @) confidence @) suspicion ....... . 
Why have the means for air transportation increased? 

~~ 
@ Trains were unsafe. @ Roads were crowded. @ There was a demand + 
for more rapid transportation. @ Ajrplanes furnish work for mechanics. 
@ Trains were getting too crowded ............................................... . 

Hat is to head as thimble is to what? 
@finger @)needle ~thread ~hand ~sewing ....................... . 

At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 32 cents? 
@ 36 ® 4 @ 128 ® 8 ® 28 .... 0 ............ 0 0 ...... 0 .............. 0 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? . 

· . @~D @~~ @DG @~~ .. .. ....................... . 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a pick, a shovel, and a rake? . 

@ a ladder @ a club @ a hoe @ a garden @ a plow ................... . 
Wool is to a sheep as feathers are to what? 

@) a bird @ a rabbit @ a pillow @) a goat @ a bed ..................... . 

If the words below were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last word of the sentence 
begin? usually cans made tin of are 

@ m @ t @ c @ u @ o ......................................... · .... . 
If a person sleeping quietly is awakened by a sudden cry, he is likely to be-

' CD sick · ® dreaming ® asleep 0 paralyzed ® startled ............•...... 
One number is wrong in' the following series: 
1 6 2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 7 6 

. · What should that number be? 
®8 09 ®7 ®6 

@ 6 .. 0 ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Which of the five things below is most like these three : a goat, a frog, and a dove? 
@ a flower @ a nest @ a yard @ a snake @ a tree .................... . 

Which of the five words below means the opposite of difficult? 
@ hard @ quick @ soft @ easy @common ........................... . 

(Go right _on to the next page.) 



Which one of these states is nearest Colorado? 
@ California @) Arkansas @ North Dakota @) Wyoming @ Washington ... 1 

Which one of the following men was prominent in the Colonial period? 
@ Balboa @ Daniel Boone. @ John Smith 

• ! 

@ Lafayette @ Magellan ...... ; 

Which one of the following men was prominent in the Civil War period? 
@ General Sheridan @) Count Pulaski @ Benjamin Franklin 
@) James A. Garfield · @ Commodore Perry ........................................ :. 

The "16 to 1" ratio was advocated by-
@ Theodore Roosevelt ® William J. Bryan @ William H. Taft 
@ Grover Cleveland @ William McKinley ..................................... . 

The Emancipation Proclamation was signed in - , 
® 1765 ® 1863 @) 1776 @) 1812 @) 1850 ............................. ~ 

Which of these countries was the first to be invaded by Germany in World War II? 1 

® France @> Norway @ Poland @ Belgium @ Holland ................. : 

Adenoids grow in the -
@) pharynx @ lungs @ tongue @ eardrum @J palate ..................... · 

Muscles are usually connected to the bones by -
· @ nerves @) tendons @ skin @ cartilage @ mucous membrane .......... • 

The story of Little Men tells about-
CD Star Bright ® Little Lord Fauntleroy ® Imogene and Bob 
CD Sunnybrook Farm ® Jo's boys ............................................... . 

Competent means about the same as-
® qualified (j) component ® complimentary ® combatant @) necessary ... : 

·Amiable means about the same as-
@ ambitious @ pleasant @ good-looking @proud @ intelligent .......... i 

I 

The abbreviation "Ph.D." refers to-
@ a secret society @ a university degree @ a state @ a business practice 
@ an army officer ............................................................. ,, 

Which one of these colors is known as a warm color? ' 
® blue @ green @ gray @ red @ purple .............................. • 

Garnets are usually -
® blue ® yellow @ green ® red @) orange ............................ ' 

The United States Naval Academy is at-
@ Poughkeepsie @ West Point @ Boston @ Annapolis @ New York .. · ... 

The Eiffel Tower is in -
@ France @ Germany @ Russia @ England @) Spain ................... · 

Waltz time is ( ?) time. 
@ t @ t @ f @ t @ t ........... ' ............................... •, 

i of 256 = (?) @ 293 @ 224 @ 240 @ 219 @ 192 .................. ················ . 

. 25 X .003 = (?) @ 7.5 · @ .00075 ® .75 ® .075 @ .0075 .............................. : 

2i + l! = (?). (Reduce to lowest terms) 
@ 3t @) 3186 @ 3 @)4 @ 3f ........................................ ' 

The sum of i and 1
5
6 equals_?_ thirty-seconds. 

@ 16 @ 11 @ 22 @ 32 @ 8 ................................... : . .... . 
The area of a circle equals -

@ 7r @) 11"2 @ 27rT @) 27rT2 @) 7rT2 ••.•••••.•••••••.••••••.•••••• ' ••••••••• 

An order on a bank to pay a certain sum of money to the order of a certain person is called a -
. 1 @ share of stock @ money order @ note @ bond '@ check ............. . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@ perfectly 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
· ® expence 

® arrangement @) discussion @) session ' @) testamony ....... . 

@ re_ceive @ develop . @ probable @ responsible ............. . 
(Go right on to the n_ext page.) 
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Food is to the body as what is to an engine? 

Page3 
® wheels @ fuel @ smoke @ motion 

Which of these five words wo~ld come first in the dictionary? 
® fire .......................... . 

, ® many ® obey @ house @ porch @) elephant ........................ . 

Which tells best what a cup is? 
® it has a handle @ something to hold coffee @ a thin, breakable object 
@ a small drinking vessel @ it is used on a table ................................. . 

An event which is sure to happen is said to be -
@ probable @ possible @ doubtful @ certain @ delayed ............... . 

Which of these series contains a wrong number? 
'@ 3-6-9-12-15 @ 1-4-7-10-13 @ 2-4-6-8-11 @ 1-3-5-7-9 @ 2-5-8-11-14 .. 

Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a doll, a top, and a scooter? 
@ a box @ a broom @ a kite @ a yard @) a pillow ..................... . 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

® P- @{1 @q @v ........................................... .. 
If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the last word of the sentence would begin with what 
letter? leather shoes usually made are of 

@u @s @a @)m @1 ...................................... ~ ...... . 
A church is to a preacher as a school is to what? 

@ study @ a teacher @ pupils @ religion @ a choir ................... . 
If John is older than Peter and Peter is older than Harry, then John is ( ?) Harry. 

· @ just as old as ® younger than @ older than ® (cannot say which) ........ . 

Count each 5 below that has a 7 next after it. ~ 

753572375677257347-752075783725179657 ~ 

Tell how many 5's you counted. 
® 13 @ 8 @ 3 @ 4 @ 5 .. 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ! .......... 

Bread is to man as hay is to what? 
@ a horse @ wheat @ grass @ a barn @ flour ........................ . 

The son of my father's sister is my-
@ brothe:t @ nephew @ uncle @ cousin @ grandson .................. . 

• Worse is to bad as better is to what? 
CD very bad ® medium ® good 0 much better ® worse ............... . 

A coin made by an individual and meant to look like one made by the government is called a-
· ® duplicate 0 counterfeit ® imitation ® forgery @ libel. .............. . 

If George is taller than Frank and George is shorter than James, then James is ( ?) Frank. 
. @ taller than @ shorter than @ just as tall as @ (cannot say which) ........ . 

If the following words were arranged in order, the middle word would begin with what letter? 
Eleven One Nine Zero Ten Seven Five 

@T @N @Z @S @F .......................................... .. 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a president, an admiral, and a general? 

® a ship @ a king @ an army @ a republic ® a soldier ................ . 
Which of the five things below is most like these three : a tent, a flag, and a sail? 

· @ a shoe ® a towel @ a staff @ a ship @) a rope ....................... . 

What is the most important reason that bright lights are placed in front of theaters? 
. @ to help light up the street @ to attract attention and look inviting 

@ so that people can see the advertisements better @ so that people can see where they are 
@ electricity is furnished to theaters cheaply .................... ,· .................... . 

:. There is a.saying, "A stitch in time saves nine." It means that-
· @ A little sewing may save nine dollars. @ You should work hard and save as much as 

you can. . @ It pays to attend to troubles before they get worse. @ You can save 
time by sewing. @ Sewing takes time ............................................ . 

(Go right on to the next page.) 



60. 72 + 8 = (?) 

61. 

52. 

A 
Add 

86 
.42 
57 
13 

B 
Subtract 

13579 
8642 
5937 

® 15 

@8 

c 
Multiply 

2574 
8 

@) 63 

@9 

D 
Divide 

857 
8)6872 

These answers are wrong. 

53. 

@64 @ 49 @ 66 ........................................ ·1 

@7 

' ' 

@) 64 @ 80 ............................ : .............. : 

61. One figure is wrong in the answer to the addition problem at A.
1 

What should that one figure be? [ 
@ 11 @) 7 @ 8 @ 9 @) 10 ............ . 

:· 
1 

62. One figure is wrong in the answer to the subtraction problem at B.l 
I 

What should that figure be? . j 

@ 6 @) 4 @) 3 @) 2 @ 5 ............... 
1 

. I 

63. One figure is wrong in the answer to the multiplication problem atl 
C. What should that figure be? · 

@6 @7 @3 ®4 @5 ............. .. 
54. One figure is wrong in the answer to the division problem at D. What should that figure be? 

. @ 11 ® 7 @) 8 @ 9 @ 10 .......................................... . 
5 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. plus 2 yd. 1 ft. 9 in. equals how many f~et? 

. ® 11 @) 24 @ 22 @ 24.! 
55. 

@ 25 ................................... 1 

! ; 

·56. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? · 
@ He was tired of waiting. @) I don't like them boys. i 
@ Everyone who could go was there. @) His strength is equal to that of an ox ......... i 

I 
57. Which one of the following 13entences is wrong? ~~-

® He did very poorly. @ He gave some to James and I. @ Both of us went. . 
@ If I were you, I'd stay ........................................................... ·I 

58. Which one of the following sentences is wrong? +I 
CD It wasn't I. 0 Of whom are you thinking? ® I would like to have seen him. 
CD Graduation is when you leave school. ............................................. . 

59. Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@ secritary 

'60. Which word is wrongly spelled? 
0 association ® experience ® career ~reference .......... . 

@ disappoint 
61. Which word is wrongly spelled? 

@ receipt @ reccomend @ especially @ immediate ........ . 

· @ piece @ course @ neither · @ marriage @ improvment ................ . 
A ship has provisions enough to last a crew of 20 men 50 days. How many days would they last a crew of 40 men 

® 100 @ 70 @ 25 @ 30 @ 90 ...................................... . 

City X is a certain distance east of here. 
to City Y, you should

City Y is a certain distance west of here. To find the distance from City X: 
'I 

• j 

® subtract ®add @ multiply ® divide ................................... I 

How many complete .sentences are there in the following? 
Why did you bring the basket we don't need it take it back. 1 

@1 @2 @3 @4 @5 ............................................. : 
~ 

A boy grew from 5 feet, at the age of 13, to 5 feet 8 inches, at the age of 14. If he could keep on growing at that rate,[ 
· · .':. how tall would he be at the age of 16? I 

· ·® 7 ft. @) 6 ft. @ 6 ft. 8 in. @) 6 ft .. 4 in. @ 5 ft. 10 in .................. j 
The name of the capital of Massachusetts begins with what letter? I 

@ P @ C @ W @ F @ B ........................................... . 
• Most raw silk comes from:___ 

· @Japan @ France @Germany @Spain @Turkey ............... , ... . 
Vesuvius is in what country? 

. . . @Spain @)France @Greece @ Italy @Turkey ...................... . 
· (Go right on to the next page.) 
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If the following words were arranged ·in order, which word would be in the middle? 

@ letter @ paragraph @ word @ sentence @ chapter ..... · ............. . 
A book is to information as ( ?.) is to money. 

- @ paper ® dollars @ gold @ work @) a bank ......................... . 
Which·of these words would come first in the dictionary? 

@ burst @) brave @ broke @ build @ breadth ........................ . 
If Frank is younger than George and George is just as old as James, then James is(?) Frank. 

@ older than ® younger than @ just as old as @) (cannot say which) ........ . 
Son is to daughter as uncle is to -

@ woman @ mother @ relation @ aunt @) sister ...................... . 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

~~~~ 
@~@~@~@~ .....................................•....... 

A man who strives and hopes to achieve success is said to be -
@ ambitious @ lazy ® contented @ faithful @ loyal. .................. . 

Which tells best just what a guess is? 
CD a mistaken idea ® something we cannot find out ® something we are sure of 
CD a statement that is almost correct ® a statement we think most likely correct ..... . 

Large is to object as loud is to what? 
® soft 0 small ® heavy ® sound @ weight .......................... . 

4 .. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the third word of the sentence would begin with what 
letter? 
boys birch the a canoe made bark 

@ a @ t @ b @ c @ m ............................................. . 

+ Which word means the opposite of truth? 
@ cheat @ rob @ liar @ ignorance @ falsehood ...................... . 

If a man has walked west from his home 8 blocks and then walked east 5 blocks, how many blocks is he from home? 
® 13 ® 8 @ 4 ® 3 @ 5 ........................................... . 

If the suffering of another makes us suffer also, we feel-
@ sympathy ® harmony @ worse @ love @ repelled .................. . 

A governor is to a state as a general is to what? 
@ a king @ an army @ war @ a captain @ a commander ... , .......... . 

A sting is to a bee as a revolver is to a -
@ hive @ fly @ weapon @ hom @ man ...... ~ ...................... . 

There is a saying "He that scatters thorns, let him go barefoot." What does this mean? 
' @ Going barefoot toughens the feet. @ Let him who causes others disconuorts bear 

them himself also. @ People should pick up what they scatter. @ Don't scatter things 
around. @ Thoms hurt feet ...................................................... . 

There is a saying, "Make hay while the sun shines." This means-
@ Hay made in cloudy weather is poor. ® Haste makes w~ste. 
@ Make the best of your opportunities. @ Hay grows best in summer. . 
@) It is more healthful to work in the sun than in the shade .......................... · . , .. 

Which one of the five words below is most like these three : small, black, and hard? 
@ very @) coal @ color @ soot @ thick .........................•...... 

Three of.the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

@l@] ®@] @~ @)~ ............................................ . 
. , Which tells best just what a neck is? . 

'· · @ It is something to wear a collar on. @ It is the connecting part of the body. 
~ @ It is something to fasten a necklace on. @ It is that which joins the hea.d to the body. 

- (Go right on to the next page.) 
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The steamboat was invented by -
® Thomas Edison @ Benjamin Franklin @ Robert Fulton @ Eli Whitney 
@ Samuel Morse ............ · ..................................................... : 

The first President of the United States was-
® Franklin ® Jefferson @ Washington @) Lincoln @ Grant ........... . 

Which one of the following men was prominent in the Revolutionary period? 
@ Cornwallis @Garrison @ John Brown @ Miles Standish @ Daniel Webster ... 

17. Who said, "Give me liberty or give me death"? 
@ George Washington @ Patrick Henry @ Paul Revere @ John Hancock 
@ Samuel Adams ................................................................ . 

The ankle is part of the -
@ hand @ thi~ @ leg @ hip @ neck .............................. .. 

~9. Malaria is spread by -
@ impure drinking water @ mosquitoes @ flies @ sneezing @ fleas ..... 

SO. The blood receives oxygen in the -
@ stomach @ heart @ liver @ kidneys @ lungs ....................... ,, 

Alcohol is a- @ protein ® digestive juice @ stimulant @ secretion @ fat .............. l 
To dwell means about the same as -

® to do well @ to discover @ to reside @ to quarrel @ to sacrifice ....... ~ 
Miserable means about the same as-

@ wretched ® miserly @ affectionate @ malicious @ criminal. ......... . 
Apprehension means about the same as-

@ education @ attainment @ discharge @ anxiety @ inspiration ........ . 
The story of Robinson Crusoe tells about-

@ N omansland @ Magua @ Captain Silver @ Sarah Maud @ Friday ..... 

The story of Hans Brinker tells about-
® Mr. and Mrs. Bhaer @) Hirschvogel @ Dorfli @ Prince Dolor 
® the silver skates ........................................................... . 

• Rubber is obtained from - · 
@ mines ® seaweed @ trees @ animals ® petroleum ................. . 

Will Rogers was best known as a -
@) poet @) humorist @ statesman @ magician @ politician .............. . 

Perjury is a term used in -
CD commerce ® law ® theology CD medicine ® sport .................. . 

The kilowatt is used in measuring -
® electricity (j) distance ® time ® gas @ water ....................... . 

What is the cause of wind? 
@ unequal pressure of air 
@ attraction of the moon 

Vitamins are found most abundantly in -

@ downward pressure of warm air 
@ mountains and valleys ..................... : . .......... . 

@ minerals @ vegetables @ air. @ water @vinegar ...................• 
Parallel lines which eJi:tend horizontally into the distance appear to meet -

® in the sky @ in the foreground @ at the focus @ on the horizon .......... . 
comet is used in -,-

®farming 
key of E has how many sharps? 

® photography 

@4 @2 @3 @1 
· The_second line in the treble clef is do in the key of-

@C @D @G @F 
What is the sum of five, seven, and t~o? 

@ 14 @ 12 @7 @9 

@ 32. ® 16 @ 28 @3 

@music @ fishing @ athletics ............. . 

@ 5 ....................................... _ ..... . 

@E ..... -. .............................. · ....... . 

@ 13 ··········································· 

'@ 26 ......................................... . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 
@ state @ city @> nation @ park @ yard ............................. . 

A statement which expresses just the opposite of that which another statement expresses is said to be -
® a contradiction @ a lie @ a falsehood @ a correction 
® an explanation ............................................................. . 

Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 
CD glory ® linen ® green G) label ® knife ............................ . 

What letter follows the letter that comes next after K in the alphabet? 
®I 0 J ® K ® M @·L ........................................... . 

One number is wrong in the following series : 1 2 4 8 16 24 64 
What should that number be? 

@ 12 @ 6 @ 3 @ 32 @ 48. ········································· 

If I have a large box with 5 small boxes in it and 2 very small boxes in each of the small boxes, how many boxes are 
there in all ? · 

@ 7 @ 8 @ 10 @ 15 @) 16 .......................... ; .............. . 
There is a saying, "Kill not the goose that lays the golden eggs." This means that-

@ Geese that lay golden eggs are too tough to eat. @ Don't destroy the things that do 
you good. @ Don't kill birds. @ Not many geese can lay golden eggs. 
@ Golden eggs are valuable ........................................................ . 

Three of the four designs below are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 

®0 ®0 @0 @0 ........................................... .. 
If a photograph that is 3 inches long and 2 inches wide is enlarged to be 15 inches long, + 
how many inches wide will it be? 

® 14 @ 13 @ 10 ® 7t @ 5 ....................................... . 

One number'is wrong in the following series: 1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14 16 18 
What should that number be? 

@ 4 ® 7 @ 3 @) 17 @ 15· .......................................... . 

When the time by a clock was 9 minutes past 8, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about -
@ 8 min. past 9 @ 9 min. past 8 @ 19 min. of 2 @ 9 min. of 8 · 
@ 19 min. past 1 ............................................................. . 

A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 quarts of water. How many quarts 
of alcohol are needed for 12 quarts of the mixture? · 

@ 6 @ 24 @ 11 @ t @ 4 .......................................... . 

What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning? 
A E B C A D D E B F C B D A E E C D 

@A @C ~@B @D @E .......................................... .. 

In a foreign language 
tana dona meka means very cold water; tana neta means hot water; dona bela means very good. 

What word means cold? · 
@ tana @ dona @ meka @ neta @ bela ........................... , .. . 

Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
® time . @) number @ length @ weight @ temperature ................. . 

. A boy is now three times as old as his sister. In 3 years he will be only twice as old. 
:How many years old is he now? 
··.. @15 @6 @3 @9 @12 ............... · ........................... . 

End of Part 1. Stop here. Go back and see tlult aU your amwers are right. 
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Which word is wrongly spelled? 
CD, judge ® plesure ® weather CD worth ® chief ......... • ............. . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
® entrance (j) prison ® aweful QD husband ~mayor .................. . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@ vessel @ promise @ toward @ different @ salery ................... . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@ important @ crowd @ surprise @ declair @ firm .................... . 

Which word is wrongly spelled? 
@ concern @ assosiate @ decide @ various @ recent ................. . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
® I went down t~wn. @ I came h?me. @ I seen him go. @ I saw him come .. 

,I 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ Charles writes very well. 
@ Walter he is flying a kite. 

@) I laid the bricks straight. 
@ You ought to tell your mother about the picnic ....... . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ Say it like you meant it. 
@ George and I will go. 

@Y I have sat in that chair before. 
@ She could hardly wait to see the baby ................... . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ Everyone is going but me. @ She don't know any better. @ I have eaten too much. 
@ You don't need any more .................................................. : ..... . 

Which one of the following sentences is wrong? 
@ He did not want it. @ The bell has rang. @ He took James and me. 
@ That is as fast as the car will go .................................................. . 

An automobile registers a certain number of miles traveled in a year. 
To find the average number of miles traveled per month, you should-

® add @ subtract @ multiply ® divide @ add, then subtract ........... . 
i2. How many miles can an automobile travel in 5 hours at the rate of 20 miles an hour? 

@ 25 @V 4 @ 35 @ 100 ~ +· ............................ ; .......... . 
l3. If a man can dig 20 feet of trench in a day, how many days will it take him to dig 120 feet of trench? 

@Y 120 @ 6 @ 100 ~ 240 @ 2400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
!4. At 24¢ a dozen, how much would 18 apples cost? 
•.; @ $4.32 @) 42¢ @ 36¢ @) 6¢ @) 1t¢ .................... :_ . ........... . 
:~6. How many years will it take a glacier to move 3000 feet at the rate of 30 feet a year? 
~;f ® 3030 @ 2970 ® 90000 ® 100 @ 300 .............................. . 
. ~6. · Which of these states produces the most corn? 
·~·- · ® Montana ® Iowa @ Pennsylvania @ Florida @ Colorado .. , .......... . 
il• In ·how many hours does the earth make one complete rotation? 
. ~; ), @ 24 @) 365 @ 12 @ 7 @) 28 ............................... ' ....... . 

The smallest state in the United States is-
@ Delaware @ Rhode Island @ Connecticut @ New Jersey @) Vermont .. 

'Which of these countries produces the most tea? 
@ England @ India @ Italy @ Mexico @ Germany .................... . 

days are shortest in the -
CD spring ® summer ® autumn CD winter ® spring and fall ............ . 

If I stand facing north ;tnd turn "left face," I shall then face-
® west (j) south ® east QD north ~ northwest ....................... . 

Which one of the following took place in 1849? 
@ Centennial Exposition @ invention of the cotton gin @ Battle of Bull Run 
@ First Continental Congress @ discovery of gold in California .................... . 

The Dred Scott Decision is related to -
@ witchcraft ® finance @ politics · @ commerce @ slavery ............... . 

(Go right on to the next page.) 
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